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Executive Summary
I feel like if I never wrote – life would be a bit boring wouldn’t it having loads of thoughts but never being able to show it.
- Year 4 Child
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Introduction
What Is It Writing For Pleasure Teachers Do That Makes The Difference? was a one year research
project which investigated how Writing For Pleasure teachers achieve writing teaching which is highly
effective (greater than average progress) and also affective (pertaining to positive dispositions and
feelings). This research comes at a time where we are seeing profound underachievement in writing
(Ofsted 2012, DfE 2017) coupled with an increase in young people’s indifference or dislike for writing
(Clark, 2016; Clark & Teravainen 2017).
As this is a pedagogy newly formulated and articulated by the researcher, the report first gives a
definition of Writing For Pleasure and explains why it is important for children’s success. It then
discusses the findings emerging from a rich literature review and describes the deep connection
between what research shows is the most effective writing teaching and the affective domains of
Writing For Pleasure. Next, Writing For Pleasure teachers’ practices are analysed, shared and discussed.
Finally, the report provides recommendations and implications on how teachers can successfully realise
Writing For Pleasure in their own classrooms, and puts forward questions that need to be further
investigated and considered by policy makers, researchers, teachers and other stakeholders.

Project Aims
The principal purpose of this research was to identify and describe the kind of writing teaching which
constitutes a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy. It was a requirement that the practices of the teachers
participating in the research be based on what studies tell us are the most effective writing teaching,
associated with high levels of pupil motivation, self-efficacy, agency, self-regulation, volition, writeridentity and pleasure in writing. Teachers were also required to provide evidence of exceptional or
above expected academic progress among their pupils. The research investigated the principles
employed by the most effective teachers of writing and linked them to the affective domains of Writing
For Pleasure.
This report aims to share ways in which the profession can address children’s lack of enjoyment and
therefore under-achievement in writing, and begin to bring to light what effective Writing For Pleasure
teachers do that makes the difference, both in terms of pupils’ academic achievement and of their
attitudes towards writing and being writers.
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Methodology
The study employed a mixed method design. It required a combination of quantitative and qualitative
data to be gathered. This included empirical data from participant observations, teacher and pupil
interviews, viewing pupil assessment data and pupil questionnaires. From a rich literature review, an
audit was generated which named fourteen interrelated principles, and their associated practices,
which are strongly associated with high levels of student achievement and pleasure in writing. The
literature review was based on:
● Extensive research into the most effective writing instruction including meta-analyses of
multiple studies.
● Existing case studies of what the best performing teachers of writing do that makes the
difference.
● Research summaries from reputable literacy charities and associations.
Analysis of the research showed that successful teachers of Writing For Pleasure employed the
principles in a largely interconnected and flexible way. It also indicated that affective instruction is
effective instruction and vice versa. This is what appears to make the difference. The literature review
suggested that instructional strategies which result in high progress achievement for all learners also
increase children’s enjoyment, agency, satisfaction, volition, self-efficacy, self-regulation, writeridentity, motivation and thus their pleasure in writing. This literature review and the resulting audit was
then used to gather empirical data.
Quantitative and qualitative analysis of the participant teachers’ practice was carried out, focusing on
the elements of Writing for Pleasure and on children’s exceptional academic progress. Each teacher’s
effectiveness in teaching a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy was thus able to be established. As part of
this report, their practices are shared and discussed so as to tell us what it is these teachers do that
makes the difference and so benefit the teaching of writing by other practitioners.

Summary Of Findings
1. Teachers who teach the principles of Writing For Pleasure at a high level of proficiency have classes
who feel the greatest enjoyment and satisfaction in writing and in being a writer.
2. Writing For Pleasure teachers attend to self-efficacy, agency and self-regulation in rich
combination.
3. Some principles of Writing For Pleasure were not observed at a high level of proficiency by the
teachers as a whole data set and so need to be further investigated.
4. The affective domains of motivation and writer-identity were not realised adequately by the pupils
as a whole data set and so need to be further investigated.
5. A Writing For Pleasure pedagogy is a highly effective pedagogy.
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1. Teachers who teach the principles of Writing For Pleasure at a high level of proficiency have classes
who feel the greatest enjoyment and satisfaction in writing and in being a writer.
We know that, like a field of flowers, the principles of Writing For Pleasure teaching benefit greatly from
rich cross-pollination. They are interconnected in many profound ways and therefore some principles
may not be as effective or may not be effective at all if enacted in isolation from others (Gadd 2014).
The teachers who scored the highest average rating for enacting the principles of Writing For Pleasure
also had children who scored highest for the affective domains of Writing For Pleasure. The teachers
who taught the principles of Writing For Pleasure the most proficiently had classes who enjoyed writing
and felt satisfaction from their writing the most.
2. Writing For Pleasure teachers attend to self-efficacy, agency and self-regulation in rich
combination.
The findings showed that agency is really important to children. However, just giving agency will not
ensure children write for pleasure. Agency alone does not appear to work. It is critical that agency sits
alongside and is supported by a solid foundation of self-efficacy and self-regulation. This is because,
more than anything, children want to feel that they can write and that they know how to write
successful and meaningful pieces. This means they need regular and high-quality direct instruction.
● They want to know what they have to do to write successful and meaningful compositions and
how to do it.
● They want to be given agency to use their own writing ideas, their own writing process and to
write at their own pace.
● They want to feel that they are able to write independently and to a high standard. They want to
feel proud of their writing and feel that they are achieving worthwhile writing goals.
As you can see from the pyramid below, once children’s self-efficacy, agency and self-regulation are
attended to, they feel more volition and motivation to write. They begin to identify themselves more as
writers as a result. It appears that it is all these affective domains in rich combination that give children
the best chance of writing for pleasure. In short, the teachers provided pupils with the knowledge they
needed so that they could be empowered to see their own writing idea through to successful
publication.
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3. Some principles of Writing For Pleasure were not observed at a high level of proficiency by the
teachers as a whole data set and so need to be further investigated.
4. The affective domains of motivation and writer-identity were not realised adequately by the pupils
as a whole data set and so need to be further investigated.
The affective domains of ‘motivation’ and ‘writer-identity’ were not as successfully realised by the
teachers as a whole participant group. Other principles and affective domains were not realised at a
high level of proficiency by the teachers as a group. Therefore, it would be useful for these principles
and affective domains of effective practice to be further researched by academics and actionresearchers.
5. A Writing For Pleasure pedagogy is a highly effective pedagogy.
The principles of Writing For Pleasure, whilst demonstrated with differing degrees of proficiency by the
teacher participants, were clearly able to contribute to exceptional writing progress for their cohorts.
Therefore a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy is an effective pedagogy.
The following principles were realised at a high level of proficiency by the teacher participants as a data
set.
Reading, Sharing And Talking About Writing
● Children were given ample opportunity to share and discuss with others (including their writerteacher) their own and others’ writing in order to give and receive constructive criticism,
writerly advice and celebrate achievement.
● Writing was seen as a social act, and dialogic talk was important at all stages of the writing
process.
● Children were encouraged to talk about the content of their writing, their writing processes, and
to share any techniques or strategies they thought were working particularly well for them.
● Whilst talk was an integral part of any writing time, so was maintaining a low level of noise to
avoid disturbing fellow writers.
Explicitly Teaching The Writing Processes
● Teachers gave direct instruction in strategies for engaging in the different components of the
writing process (how to generate an idea, plan, draft, revise, edit, publish). They scaffolded
children’s understanding of these processes through demonstration, resources, displays,
discussion, sharing self-written exemplars and also techniques children had used themselves.
● Children were made to feel very knowledgeable about the writing process and confident in
navigating it on their own. One way in which the teachers showed commitment to helping
their children achieve independence was to allow them to develop and use a writing process
which suited them best and to write at a pace which enabled them to produce their best
writing.
● The children were able to use the writing processes recursively and were not tied to a linear
model.
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Balancing Composition With Transcription
● The teachers focused on giving direct instruction in the ‘generalities’ of good writing. They
taught writing lessons which would help that day but which would serve children in future
writing projects too.
● They ensured that they taught the right lessons at the right time, with the emphasis on
composition at the beginning of a writing project and more focus on teaching good
transcriptional techniques and strategies later.
● The teachers had high expectations for transcriptional accuracy, spelling and handwriting and
wanted the children to take pride in their final written products. They encouraged children to
concentrate on composing their piece (or part of their piece) before giving full attention to
making it transcriptionally accurate.
● They allocated specific time for children to focus on revising their pieces prior to editing them.
Thus, revision and editing had separate and specific status.
● They also asked children to regularly stop, re-read and share their work with their peers. By rereading, the children had an opportunity to revise and edit their developing pieces as they were
progressing.
● There was a good balance between discussing what the content of the children’s writing
projects might be, how the writing could be organised and successful, and the explicit teaching
of different writing processes.
● The teachers were very aware that, if grammar was to be understood in a meaningful way, it
must be taught functionally and applied and examined in the context of real composition.
Teach Self-Regulation Strategies
● Children learned numerous strategies and techniques that they could employ independently.
They were taught strategies for managing every part of the writing process and they knew how
to use them across all class and personal writing projects.
● Self-regulation strategies and resources were introduced carefully and given dedicated
instructional time. In mini-lessons, the teachers would illustrate the benefit of a writing strategy
or resource with personal reference to their own experience as a writer, before modelling and
encouraging the children to use it that day if possible. The strategies and techniques were
offered in the spirit of a fellow writer sharing their own writerly knowledge and their ‘tricks’.
● These teachers made use of their working walls for ‘advertising’ and sharing self-regulation
strategies.
The following principles were realised at a secure level of proficiency.
Creating A Community Of Writers
● Children saw their teachers as extraordinarily positive, caring, strict, fun, calm and interested in
their lives and development as writers.
● Their classrooms felt like a rich mixture of creative writers’ workshop but also had the sharp
focus of a professional publishing house.
● The teachers supported and encouraged children to bring and use their own ‘funds of
knowledge’ into their writing projects, meaning that children could write from a position of
strength.
● Classrooms were a shared and democratic space.
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● The children talked of feeling confident and knowing that their teachers wanted them to try
their best, take their time and to focus specifically on making their written pieces the highest
quality they could be for their future readership.
Every Child A Writer
● The teachers held high achievement expectations for all their writers.
● All children felt like independent writers who were achieving writing goals with regularity. They
were praised for the goals they achieved in the writing lesson.
● The teachers ensured that all their writers remained part of the writing community.
Purposeful & Authentic Writing Projects
● Teachers and children together considered the purpose and future audiences for their class
writing projects. Because children were given the opportunity to generate their own ideas and
had a strong sense of a real reader and a clear distant goal for the writing to be published, the
projects were seen as meaningful.
● Agency played an important role within class writing projects. Children were encouraged to
either generate their own individual ideas, share and work on ideas in ‘clusters’ or, as a whole
class, generate an idea that they could all pursue together.
● It was striking that these teachers were regularly refocusing the children on considering the
future readership and publication of their piece throughout their projects.
● Class writing projects were worked on over a number of weeks.
Setting Writing Goals
● To maintain children’s commitment and motivation during a class writing project, teachers
ensured that their classes understood the ‘distant goal’ for the project, that is to say, its
audience and purpose.
● The class, as a community, also had a say in setting the ‘product goals’ for their project. This
took place in the form of discussions as to what they would have to do, and what it was writers
did, to ensure their writing was successful and meaningful in the context of the project’s aims.
● The teachers would often share a piece of their own writing, in keeping with the project, to
initiate a discussion about writing decisions. The children then used the outcomes of these
discussions as an aid to setting product goals for their own writing. The product goals were
similar to success criteria, but importantly they also included more overarching goals linked
directly to purpose and audience.
● Product goals were put on display and were repeatedly referred to by the children and the
teachers throughout their class writing projects.
● The teachers set loose ‘process goals’ for writing time to help the class generally stay on track,
without forcing children to keep to a certain pace or writing process.
Reassuringly Consistent
● The teachers showed excellent classroom organisation and behaviour management. There was
strong emphasis on routines, promoting self-regulation, expectations and focused collaborative
learning among the children.
● Teachers had a clear routine of mini-lesson (10 to 20 minutes), writing time (30-40 minutes) and
class sharing/author’s chair (10-15 minutes).
● The mini lessons were a short direct instruction on an aspect of writing which was likely to be
useful to the children during that day’s writing. The teachers taught from their own craft
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regularly – sharing their writing ‘tips, tricks and secrets’; alternatively, they would share
examples from literature taken from the class library.
● In the class-sharing / author’s chair session, children would share their developing pieces and
discuss with their peers the writing goals they had achieved that day.
Personal Writing Projects
● The teachers understood how essential it is that children are given time to write for a sustained
period every day and to work on both class and personal writing projects.
● Children were given at least one timetabled hour a week to engage in personal writing projects.
However, the teachers also encouraged personal writing to be pursued in little pockets of time
throughout the week.
● Children transferred knowledge and skills learnt in class writing projects and used them expertly
and successfully in their personal ones.
● The teachers set up routines where personal writing project books went to and fro between
school and home every day. This meant that children could be in a constant state of
composition.
Being A Writer-Teacher
● Teachers wrote for pleasure in their own lives outside the classroom. They used their literate
lives as an education tool in the classroom.
● The teachers wrote and shared their writing with their class with regularity. They would also
share their own finished pieces in relation to the projects they were asking the children to
engage in. They would also take advice from the children on compositions they were in the
process of developing.
● The teachers would readily share the ‘tricks, tips and secret’ strategies that they habitually
employed in their own writing and would invite children to give them a try too.
Pupil Conferencing: Meeting Children Where They Are
● The teachers believed that a rich response to children’s writing was crucial. Whilst they used
both written and verbal feedback, they particularly emphasised the usefulness of ‘live’ verbal
feedback, which they felt was immediate, relevant and allowed the child to reflect on and
attend to learning points raised while still actually engaged in their writing.
● Conferences were short, friendly, supportive and incredibly positive. The children looked
forward to these ‘conversations’ because they knew they would receive genuine praise for and
celebration of the writing goals they were achieving and also good advice as to how they could
improve their developing compositions further.
● The teachers were able to undertake pupil-conferencing in a systematic way and were successful
because their children and classrooms were settled, focused, highly-organised and selfregulating. Behavioural expectations were also made very clear.
Literacy For Pleasure: Reading And Writing Connecting
● The teachers looked to build a community of readers and writers concurrently.
● They taught using a reading for pleasure pedagogy (Cremin et al 2014).
● They had print-rich classrooms which also included stories, non-fiction, poetry, newspapers,
magazines and the children’s own published texts.
● The teachers read aloud every day to their classes with pleasure and enthusiasm. This included
poetry, picture books, chapter books, non-fiction texts and sometimes their own writing.
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● The teachers encouraged children to make links between what they were reading, their own
lives and potential writing ideas. This included discussing authors’ themes and analysing their
craft, understanding and encouraging the use of intertextuality, and writing in personal response
to texts read.
● They understood that volitional reading can lead to volitional writing, ensuring that during
independent reading time children could also write in their personal writing project books if
they felt an urge to do so.
● Children collected words, phrases and other good examples of a writer’s craft in the hope that
they might come in useful at a later date.
Implications & Recommendations
1. There are positive signs that a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy is a highly effective pedagogy and
so it should be considered by a range of stakeholders who are in the business of developing
young writers.
2. Teachers need training to implement a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy.
3. Teachers need to conduct action research.
4. Further investigation is required into the principles and affective domains which scored low.
5. This study needs to be replicated in a few years’ time.
6. This study needs to be replicated with teachers who achieve average or low progress in writing.
7. Research needs to be undertaken into the long term effects of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy
across a whole school and taught by multiple teachers.
8. Research into Writing For Pleasure needs to be undertaken in the EYFS, Key Stage One and at
Key Stage Three.
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The Introduction
Recent surveys conducted by the National Literacy Trust (Clark, 2016, Clark & Teravainen 2017) make it
clear that for many years there has been a decline or stagnation in English children’s enjoyment,
volition and motivation to write both in and out of school, with 49.3% of children showing largely
indifference to or dislike of writing (Clark & Teravainen 2017). Importantly, The National Literacy Trust
also states that ‘eight times as many children and young people who do not enjoy writing write below
the expected level compared with those who enjoy writing’ (2017, p.14). This is further supported by
Ofsted’s (2019) latest research which also states that pupils’ motivation and positive attitudes towards
learning to write are important predictors for attainment.
Graham & Johnson (2012, p.11), in a review of perceptions of writing in their classroom, state that:
‘while 75% of the children demonstrated a positive attitude towards their reading experiences, only 10%
of the same children described positive or happy associations in their writing memories. The majority of
children… associated the writing experience with incompetence or anxiety; even those children who
were perceived by me to be able writers did not consider the experience to be emotionally rewarding…
children who were competent in their literacy skills, who met their targets, who could write successfully
in a variety of genres, failed to express any sense of joy in their written achievements.’
Evidence also suggests that historically too many students are underachieving, with one in five primary
pupils not achieving the expected standard in English, with far more pupils failing to achieve the
standard in writing (Ofsted, 2009, 2012). Ofsted states that ‘only 69% of boys achieved national
expectations in writing’ (2012, p.9) with ‘white British boys eligible for free school meals… amongst the
lowest performers in the country (2009, p.4)’. This is repeated in 2018, where we see the largest
attainment gap between boys and girls with only 72% of boys reaching the expected standard (DfE,
2018). Further, ‘standards are not yet high enough for all pupils and there has been too little
improvement in primary schools’ (Ofsted, 2012, p.4). This is repeated in 2017 where ‘attainment at the
expected standard, as measured by teacher assessment… is lowest in writing. This is similar to the
pattern in 2016’ (DfE, 2017). Finally, the DfE (2012, p.3) remarks that ‘writing is the subject with the
worst performance compared with reading, maths and science at Key Stages 1 and 2.’
Children are underachieving as a result of their dislike of writing, with The National Literacy Trust
concluding in their 2017 annual survey that their findings ‘highlight the importance of writing
enjoyment for children’s outcomes and warrant a call for more attention on writing enjoyment in
schools, research and policy’ (Clark & Teravainen 2017, p.15). The research project which is the subject
of this report set out to attend to precisely that.
Educational research consistently tells us that there are significant academic benefits to be gained
alongside the personal and affective, with The National Literacy Trust (Clark & Teravainen 2017) stating
that ‘seven times as many children and young people who enjoy writing write above the expected level
for their age compared with those who don’t enjoy writing.’ The most important pointer to high
attainment in writing is motivation and volition (Alexander 2009; Beard 2000; Hillocks 1986; Clark 2016)
and the best motivator is agency (Au & Gourd 2013; Dyson & Freedman 2003; Ketter & Pool 2001; Lave
& Wenger, 1991; Watanabe 2007). Agency, volition and motivation have very clear links to the
experience of pleasure in writing.
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Finally, in his review of 100 years of literacy research, Hillocks (2011) forcefully states, ‘we now know
from a very wide variety of studies in English and out of it, that students who are authentically engaged
with the tasks of their learning are likely to learn much more than those who are not’ (p. 189).

Project Aims
The principal purpose of this research was to identify and describe the kind of writing teaching which
constitutes a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy. It was a requirement that the practices of the teachers
participating in the research be based on what studies tell us are the most effective writing teaching,
associated with high levels of pupil motivation, self-efficacy, agency, self-regulation, volition, writeridentity and pleasure in writing. Teachers were also required to provide evidence of exceptional or
above expected academic progress among their pupils. The research investigated the principles
employed by the most effective teachers of writing and linked them to the affective domains of Writing
For Pleasure.
This report aims to share ways in which the profession can address children’s lack of enjoyment and
therefore under-achievement in writing, and begin to bring to light what effective Writing For Pleasure
teachers do that makes the difference, both in terms of pupils’ academic achievement and of their
attitudes towards writing and being writers.

Defining Writing For Pleasure
Teachers must help children to perceive themselves as writers before
children are able to write for themselves.
Frank Smith
As literate adults, most of us would have little difficulty in defining what we mean by reading for
pleasure and indeed it is now a statutory part of the English National Curriculum (2013). Cremin et al
(2014, p.5) states: ‘at the core of reading for pleasure is the reader’s volition, their agency and desire to
read, their anticipation of the satisfaction gained through the experience and/or afterwards in
interaction with others.’ However, little consideration has been given to what writing for pleasure might
mean, particularly in the context of the classroom.
It’s known that children who enjoy writing and are motivated to write are eight times more likely to
achieve well academically (Clark & Teravainen 2017). Therefore, writing for pleasure is a vital
consideration when teaching young writers. If we examine what professional writers have said on the
subject (Cremin & Oliver 2017), alongside Cremin et al’s (2014) definition of reading for pleasure, we
can define writing for pleasure as a volitional act of writing undertaken for enjoyment and satisfaction.
The specific sources of enjoyment and satisfaction in and of writing are many and varied, and will be
different for individual writers in different contexts. However, we argue that there are two types of
pleasure in writing, namely, writing as pleasure (enjoyment) and writing for pleasure (satisfaction).
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Writing as pleasure
Feeling a need to write, and experiencing enjoyment in practising the craft of writing.
● Feeling confident and content when engaging in the different processes of writing.
● Enjoying being part of a writing community, discussing their own writing and how it feels to be a
writer.
●

Writing as pleasure is pleasure gained from practising the craft of writing, from engaging in the
process or in particular parts of the process, whether it be: generating ideas; dabbling; getting the
words down on paper or screen for the first time; revising a section till you get it just so; editing to
perfection or publishing the final product with care. Carol Joyce Oates and Ernest Hemingway both
recorded that, for them, the pleasure was all in the revising. Ellen Goodman likens editing to
‘cleaning a house, getting rid of all the junk, gettings things in the right order, tightening things up’
For some, pleasure ends with the completion of the act of writing. The idea that it may be seen by
others can fill them with dread.

Writing for pleasure
●
●
●
●

Having a sense of purpose fulfilled.
The expectation of a response.
Sharing something to be proud of and feeling you’ve achieved something significant.
The discovery of your own writing voice.

This type of pleasure is the satisfaction that comes after the act of writing. It’s knowing that you will
receive a response from your audience and that your writing will be put to work - sharing your
memories, knowledge, ideas, thoughts, artistry or opinions with others. There can also be a pleasure in
hearing the meanings other people take from your text. It can also come from reading back your own
writing voice, from knowing you said what you meant to say or from achieving what you wanted your
reader to feel. Writing for pleasure therefore presents children with a feeling of empowerment and that
their writing has enriched their life and the lives of others.
Gene Fowler remarks: ‘writing is easy: all you do is sit staring at a blank sheet of paper until the drops of
blood form on your forehead…’ and as T.S Eliot also stated, writing is the ‘intolerable wrestle with words
and their meanings.’ Writing isn't always pleasurable. So why do we put ourselves through it? Perhaps it
is sometimes with the view of writing for the pleasure of a purpose fulfilled rather than the act itself.

A working definition of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy
Writing for pleasure is a volitional act of writing undertaken for enjoyment and satisfaction.
Therefore, a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy is any research-informed pedagogy which seeks to
create the conditions in which writing and being a writer is a pleasurable, purposeful and
satisfying experience. It has as its goal the use of effective writing practices with young
apprentice writers and the promotion of the affective aspects of writing and of being a writer.
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The Creation Of The Writing For Pleasure Audit
The Writing For Pleasure audit (Appendix 6) was developed in three parts. Part one involved collecting
for review studies which discussed the most effective writing teaching. The purpose at this stage was to
establish what constitutes effective writing practice. Part two involved mining these studies for
recognition of the role played by the affective in these most effective writing practices. This resulted in
self-efficacy, volition, agency, motivation, writer-identity and self-regulation being identified and then
classified as the ‘affective domains’ of effective practice. This meant the project could then research
specific studies which focused on these aspects of pleasure in writing as opposed to those specifically
about effective instruction. However, as will be discussed in part three, the findings showed that in fact
all these aspects are utterly interconnected, and that affective instruction is effective instruction. These
affective studies were then combined with the earlier identified effective practices to establish fourteen
principles of Writing For Pleasure practice. Part three involved collecting additional papers which
looked specifically into these fourteen principles and so helped establish what Writing For Pleasure
teaching might look like in the classroom. Because of the differing times and the variety of contexts
these studies came from, it would be fair to classify the principles of effective Writing For Pleasure
teaching as including the enduring and universal elements of good writing teaching.
This literature review was then able to support the creation of an audit as a research tool. The audit
would help observe and explain the kind of environment, instruction and behaviours Writing For
Pleasure teachers are likely to employ. It also establishes that Writing For Pleasure teaching is based on
the most effective practices.
Part one: effective writing practices
To avoid potential bias, the literature review began by undertaking in-depth scrutiny of meta-analyses,
pre-existing case-studies of effective teachers and other literature reviews from reputable charities or
literacy associations:
● CLPE (2017), Writing in primary schools: what we know works London: CLPE
● Dombey, H., (2013) Teaching Writing: What the evidence says UKLA argues for an evidenceinformed approach to teaching and testing young children’s writing UKLA: London
● Grossman, P. L., Loeb, S., Cohen, J., & Wyckoff, J. (2013). Measure for measure: The relationship
between measures of instructional practice in middle school English Language Arts and teachers’
value-added scores. American Journal of Education, 119(3), 445–470.
● Gadd, M., (2014) 'What is critical in the effective teaching of writing?' The University Of
Auckland
● Graham, S., & Perin, D. (2007) Writing Next: Effective Strategies To Improve Writing Of
Adolescents In Middle School & High Schools Alliance For Excellent Education
● Graham, S., McKeown, D., Kiuhara, S., Harris, K., (2012) A Meta-Analysis of Writing Instruction
for Students in the Elementary Grades In Journal of Educational Psychology Vol. 104, No. 4, 879–
896
● Hall & Harding (2003) A systematic review of effective literacy teaching in the 4 to14 age range
of mainstream schooling Institute OF Education: London
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● Higgins, S., Martell, T., Waugh, D., Henderson, P., Sharples, J., (Education Endowment Fund)
(2017) Improving Literacy In Key Stage Two EEF: London
● Hillocks, G. (1986). Research on written composition: New directions for teaching. Urbana, IL:
National Council of Teachers of English.
● Ings, R., (2009) Writing Is Primary: Final research report. London: Esmee Fairbairn Foundation
● * Koster, M., Tribushinina, E., De Jong, P.F., Van de Bergh, B., (2015) Teaching children to write:
A meta-analysis of writing intervention research Journal of Writing Research 7(2), 249-274
● Langer, J. A. (2001). Beating the odds: Teaching middle and high school students to read and
write well. American Educational Research Journal, 38(4), 837–880.
● Medwell, J., Wray, D., Poulson, L. & Fox, R. (1998). Effective teachers of literacy. A report
commissioned by the UK Teacher Training Agency.
● Morizawa, G., (2014) Nesting the Neglected “R” A Design Study: Writing Instruction within a
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● Parr, J. M., & Limbrick, L. (2010). Contextualising practice: Hallmarks of effective teachers of
writing In Teaching and Teacher Education, 26(3), 583–590.
● De Smedt, F., Van Keer, H., (2014). A Research Synthesis on Effective Writing Instruction in
Primary Education. In Procedia Social and Behavioral Sciences, 112: 693–701.
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*Unfortunately, this study was made aware of this additional meta-analysis but it was too late for the
study to use it to influence the below summaries or subsequent work. However, it does give further
support to the conclusions of the literature review you will find below.
The literature identified the following four broad themes as constituting effective writing pedagogy
across different contexts and time periods.
Theme One: Creating An Environment For Writing
The studies collectively suggest that providing optimal support for learners as developing writers
requires teachers to see all learners as writers. The studies also suggest that effective teachers of
writing ensure that learners feel part of a community of writers and therefore have access cognitively
and emotionally to a range of writing projects within a focused environment that encourages risktaking.
Theme Two: Teaching To Produce Authentic And Self-Regulating Writers.
The studies also suggest that effective teachers of writing develop and utilise different types of learning
goals and encourage children to split the processes of writing into discrete chunks, appropriate to their
strengths and needs. Teachers plan and teach class writing projects that are purposeful and authentic
according to their learners’ interests. Effective teachers of writing provide explicit and regular
instruction which is balanced between transcription and composition. This is done by scaffolding new
learning and employing a blend of demonstrating, questioning, prompting, probing and explaining
within contextualised and purposeful writing projects. These same effective teachers, according to the
studies, organise and manage their classrooms so that they are reassuringly consistent in terms of
routines and expectations and in this way ensure learners’ differentiated needs can be met efficiently.
This means utilising whole class, small group and individualised instruction. These teachers also
promote self-regulatory strategy development through planned instruction designed to give learners a
sense of ownership and responsibility around the challenge of becoming independent writers. They
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provide children with the opportunity to write every day and to have ample time for pursuing personal
writing projects.
Theme Three: Teachers Write, Teach And Feedback As Writers
Effective writing teachers are in some way writers themselves. They model the different processes,
behaviours, techniques and pleasures that are involved in writing. This allows them to respond to
learners’ written efforts in ways that promote learner reflection and the concept of revision. As a result
of their own experience as writers, they are better placed to give feedback and writerly advice through
systematic pupil-conferencing.
Theme Four: Literacy For Pleasure: Reading & Writing Connecting
Effective writing teachers know about the connection between reading for pleasure and writing for
pleasure. They understand that making available high-quality texts and examples for children to look at
and read can promote an appreciation of ideas and techniques that children may use in their own
writing, and helps build a community of both readers and writers concurrently.
From these four themes, fourteen principles were later established as underpinning a Writing For
Pleasure pedagogy. All these were drawn from a close reading of the sixteen aforementioned papers,
alongside specific reading into affective writing teaching - which is discussed in more detail in parts two
and three of this report. In order to add detail to each of these themes, it was necessary to move
beyond the content of the sixteen original pieces of research and extend the review to other related
studies which made further insightful comment on the four themes. It was also necessary to undertake
an in-depth review of the affective domains of writing for pleasure outlined in the definition (part two)
before finally determining their relationship to each principle of effective practice (part three).
Part two: writing instruction and practices which promote the affective domains of writing for
pleasure
Part two involved reading the above papers again to locate the ‘affective domains’ of effective practice.
Other papers relating directly to aspects of pleasurable writing activity or instruction were then
searched for and read. Using ERIC, PscyINFO, ResearchGate, and ExLibris, a combination of the
following search items were used: writing, elementary, middle school, primary, junior, teaching,
affective, domains, enjoyment, pleasure, satisfaction, agency, ownership, choice, self-efficacy, selfbelief, goal theory, self-determination, interest theory, autonomous, agentic, self-perception, selfconcept, relatedness, writer’s voice, compulsion, self-initiation, self-activation, self-organizing, selfdirected, metacognitive, confidence, self-confidence, self-regulation, self-generated, volition, writeridentity, motivation and authentic. According to the research gathered, Writing For Pleasure teachers
will, over a period of time, create a community of writers with a sense of self-efficacy. From this, ‘a
culture of volition’ will begin to form in the classroom; it will become a place where children want to
write. The sense of volition will promote in them the motivation to write well, with an understanding of
why they do what they do. To support these goals, children will have agency over their ideas for class
writing projects and even greater agency over their personal ones. Once fluent, children will also have
agency over how they want to manage their writing processes. This will, over time, build in them a
sense of self-regulation and independence and ultimately lead to a great deal of enjoyment,
satisfaction, and the building of a writer-identity. They will feel a sense of enjoyment and satisfaction
from crafting writing and being writers. For the full list of the research studies which informed the
exploration of the affective domains, please see the references.
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Self-efficacy ‘I can do this!’
Self-efficacy is the belief that you can write well and realise your intentions.
● Writers with high self-efficacy are more likely to succeed academically because they persist at
writing even when it’s difficult.
● Writers with high levels of self-efficacy are more likely to set themselves challenging learning
goals.
● Self-efficacy is increased when young writers can picture the end goal for their writing.
Agency ‘I have a say!’
Agency is about having control over your choice of writing topic and how you go about writing it.
● Children like to be able to decide what they’ll write about for class writing projects.
● Once experienced enough, children like to choose how they will write, using their own preferred
writing processes.
● Children like to have time to pursue personal writing projects.
Volition ‘I want to!’
Volition is the need, urge, or internal demand to write.
● Young writers have a sense of volition when writing about experiences they have had or when
the subject matter is significantly important or culturally relevant to them. This results in the
writing itself feeling important, and when things are important to children, they invest more
care and effort into them.
Motivation ‘I know why!’
The word motivation derives from the Latin movere meaning to move. Children are ‘moved’ to write
when they know why they are doing it. They know why they want to ‘move’ their audience – even if the
audience is sometimes only themselves.
● Undertaking the same behaviours as professional writers or those who write for recreation is
clearly linked to increasing children’s motivation.
● Motivation is often what gets children through the difficult parts of the writing process because
they know why they are persevering with it.
● Children’s motivation to write is increased when they have ownership over their writing
processes and can publish their finished writing products.
● When children have a personal interest in what they are writing and know why they want to
write it, they have increased levels of concentration and engagement, and can become utterly
absorbed and committed to their writing over long periods of time.
Self-regulation ‘I know what to do and how to do it!’
Self-regulation, the feeling of independence away from continual external intervention, is closely
associated with the concept of writing as pleasure.
● A sense of ownership over their own writing craft is immensely important.
● Self-regulating writers have positive feelings of interest in improving the quality of the texts they
create.
● Children need to formulate their own goals for their writing and set their own deadlines.
● Children’s sense of self-regulation is supported by the explicit teaching of the writing process,
being regularly taught useful writing strategies and techniques, and through pupil-conferencing.
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●

They don’t feel they need their teacher all the time to be able to write well. They know how best
to use the writing environment of the classroom and the resources within it to help them
succeed as independent writers.

Writer-Identity ‘I am!’
Writer-identity is the feeling of knowing you are a writer and having the sense of being a member of a
writing community.
● The classroom should feel like a place where authentic writing is being undertaken and
discussed and where children are engaged in serious work. Therefore, it should have the
atmosphere of a rich creative writing workshop coupled with the seriousness and
professionalism of a publishing house.
● Children feel like writers when they are taught how to improve their writing by a
knowledgeable and passionate writer-teacher.
● Children feel like writers when they are undertaking projects which match the writing done by
fellow writers outside the classroom.
● Children feel like writers when they establish genuine audiences for their writing.
● Children feel like writers when they are given ownership over their writing craft.
● Children feel like writers when they are part of what feels like a genuine writing community.
● Children do not have the misconception that you can only be a writer if it is your profession or
only once you are older. Instead, they identify as writers now. They know writing is a pursuit and
a craft, and that it can be done for purely recreational purposes.
Part three: The fourteen principles of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy examined and described.
Thirteen principles of effective pedagogy emerged from these four main themes. It is necessary,
however, to formulate one further principle: to understand that the principles of effective practice are
interconnected. All the studies reported either explicitly or implicitly that the most effective teachers of
writing are able to intelligently and skilfully blend themes together (Hall & Harding 2003; Gadd 2014).
Once the key themes of effective practice and the affective domains of writing for pleasure had been
identified and it was possible to locate fourteen principles of effective practice, further reading could be
undertaken on these specific aspects of effective practice. Again, literature was sort using ERIC,
PscyINFO, ResearchGate, and ExLibris. For a list of the search items used for each principle, please see
Appendix 1. This search resulted in the final fourteen principles of Writing For Pleasure being
established. Whilst reading, specific practices or instructional decisions that were suggested or
recommended in the research papers were synthesised and bullet pointed under each principle in the
final audit, see Appendix 6. These final principles promote what research states as being the most
effective writing practice. They also promote the affective domains of Writing For Pleasure. Therefore,
Writing For Pleasure, in theory, is effective practice. For the full reference list of the research studies
which helped inform the summary of these principles, please see the references.
Creating A Community Of Writers (1)
When writers see their teachers as positive, caring and interested in their lives, they are more likely to
engage in writing at a high level of achievement. The classroom should feel like a writer’s workshop.
The aim of a writing workshop is to create a community of writers, in which teachers write alongside
children and share their own writing practices, and children are shown how to talk and present their
writing to others in a positive and constructive way. Children are also seen as participants in
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determining writing projects rather than passive recipients. The community of writers take part in
meaningful practices and writing projects they can identify with. Importantly, in a writing workshop,
children are involved in actions, discussions and reflections that make a difference to how they are
taught and undertake their writing.
Every Child A Writer (2)
In the writing workshop, effective writing teachers hold high achievement expectations for all writers.
They see all children as writers and, from the first, teach strategies that lead to greater independence
and ensure all children remain part of the writing community. They ensure that children understand the
need to establish purposes and audiences for writing for both their class and personal writing projects.
They teach what writing can do. They also model and promote the social aspects of writing and peer
support in their classrooms.
Reading, Sharing And Talking About Writing (3)
In the writing workshop, children are given ample opportunities to share and discuss with others
(including teachers) their own and others’ writing in order to give and receive constructive criticism and
celebrate achievement. The writing community begins to build its own ways of talking and thinking as
writers. This happens best when the writing environment is positive and settled in tone, and has a sense
of fostering a community of writers.
Purposeful & Authentic Writing Projects (4)
Meaningfulness affects learner engagement and outcomes to a considerable extent. Writing projects
are most meaningful to children if they are given the opportunity to generate their own subject and
purpose, write at their own pace, in their own way, in a self-chosen form, and with a clear sense of a
real reader. Given these circumstances, writers are likely to remain focused on a task, maintain a strong
personal agency over and commitment to their writing, and so produce something significant for
themselves and in keeping with teacher expectations. In short, when children care about their writing,
they want it to do well.
Explicitly Teach The Writing Processes (5)
Effective writing teachers give direct instruction in the different components of the writing process
(how to generate an idea, plan, draft, revise, edit, publish). They scaffold children’s understanding of
these processes through demonstration, discussion, modelling and sharing exemplars which they have
written themselves. The ultimate aim is for children to relinquish their dependency on this scaffolding
and develop their preferred writing process.
Setting Writing Goals (6)
To maintain children’s commitment and motivation during a class writing project, teachers should
ensure that children know the distant goal for the project, that is to say the future audience and
purpose for the writing. The class, as a community, should have a say in setting the product goals for
the project. What will they have to do to ensure their writing is successful and meaningful? Setting
shorter-term process goals (e.g. generating an idea/planning/drafting/revising/editing/publishing)
benefits learners in terms of cognitive load, focus, motivation and achievement. For example, ‘you have
two days left to complete your drafts’. However, once experienced enough, children should be able to
use their own writing process and only need the final deadline for completing the project, e.g. ‘you have
eight more writing sessions before these need to be ready for publication’.
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Reassuringly Consistent (7)
Good classroom organisation is absolutely vital as it facilitates learning, ensures focus and builds writing
confidence. It also saves time - time that can be used beneficially by the teacher and the children.
Resources will be visible and consistent across classes and the whole school, and will communicate
strategies clearly. Children need the reassurance of knowing how a writing lesson is expected to
proceed. A routine of mini-lesson, writing time and class sharing is the most effective routine teachers
can use. A mini lesson is short instruction on an aspect of writing which is likely to be useful to the
children during that day’s writing. During writing time, teachers conference with groups or individuals.
A well-organised classroom ensures children write largely independently. For example, children will
know the routines for working on class writing projects and that, once finished, they may work on their
personal projects.
Personal Writing Projects (8)
It is essential that children are given time to write for a sustained period every day and to work on both
class and personal writing projects. Personal projects should be seen as an important part of the writing
curriculum since it is here, through exercising their own choice of subject, purpose, audience and
writing process, that they have true agency and come to see writing as an empowering and pleasurable
activity which they can use now and in the future. It is also advantageous to the teacher as it not only
provides an insight into children’s personalities and helps build relationships, it is also evidence when
assessing children’s development as independent writers.
Balancing Composition With Transcription (9)
Schools have their own policies for the teaching of spelling and handwriting. Studies do emphasise that
these skills are best learned in the context of a child’s purposeful and reader-focused writing. Minilessons on aspects of transcription take place at the beginning of a writing session. Spelling and
punctuation should largely be self-monitored as children write; marking their text for items to be
checked and corrected at the editing stage. Invented spellings should be seen as acceptable in the
drafting stage, and handwriting skills are best practised with an obvious purpose in mind when
publishing a completed piece.
Research shows that there is no evidence to link the formal teaching of grammar and improvements in
children’s writing (Myhill et al 2013). Successful writing teachers know that, if grammar is to be
understood in a meaningful way, it must be taught functionally and applied and examined in the
context of real writing. Grammar teaching should therefore take place in a mini-lesson and should, as
far as possible, be useful and relevant to the children’s writing that day. It’s important that children also
have mini-lessons in writing study. This is when strategies for the different writing processes are taught,
such as techniques for editing your work or how to ‘dabble’ around a writing idea.
Teach Self-Regulation Strategies (10)
Feeling you can write well on your own is important to children and while all children need guidance,
advice and individual instruction, they also need to know self-regulating strategies such as how to
generate ideas, use planners and checklists, or what to look for when improving a draft. They also need
ready access to resources for editing and publishing. Self-regulating writers work independently to a
large extent, freeing their teacher to conference with individuals or small groups.
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Being A Writer-Teacher (11)
Just as it would be difficult to teach children the tuba if you’ve never played one, so it is difficult to
teach children to be writers if you never write. Become a writer-teacher who writes for and with
pleasure and use your literate life as a learning tool in the classroom. Children gain from knowing that
their teacher faces the same writing challenges that they do. Write and share in class your own pieces in
relation to the projects you are asking the children to engage in, but be sure to maintain reciprocal
relations when discussing and modelling your own writing processes and the exemplar texts you have
written. Sharing the strategies that you really employ in your own writing is seen as highly effective
instruction.
Pupil Conference: Meeting Children Where They Are (12)
A rich response to children’s writing is crucial. Many teachers use both written and verbal feedback.
Research particularly emphasises the usefulness of ‘live’ verbal feedback, which is immediate, relevant
and allows children to reflect on and attend to learning points while actually still engaged in their
writing. This is seen as superior to ‘after-the-event’ written feedback. Verbal feedback is given through
conferences, which will be short and are most successful in a settled, focused and self-regulating
classroom. Teachers give feedback initially on composition and prioritise those who are in most need of
assistance. Only later in the child’s process do they attend to their transcriptional issues. Finally, writerteachers are better able to advise and give feedback because they understand the issues children
encounter when writing themselves.
Literacy For Pleasure: Reading And Writing Connecting (13)
Successful writing teachers know that children who read more, write more and write better. A reading
for pleasure pedagogy (Cremin et al 2014; Graham et al 2018) assists a writing for pleasure pedagogy
since the individual reading of good texts available in school and in class libraries provides children with
models, and continually suggest and inspire ideas and themes for personal writing projects. Successful
writing teachers also know that reading aloud poems and whole texts to the class in an engaged way
has a significant effect on children’s vocabulary and story comprehension, and increases the range of
syntactic structures and linguistic features the children will use in their writing.
Successful Interconnection Of The Principles (14)
We cannot emphasise strongly enough that all these principles are powerfully interconnected and
should be considered as such. Many of the studies showed that interconnection of these principles is
critical to the effective teaching of writing.
These principles of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy provided the criteria and lens through which to
undertake the research investigation. And so whilst newly established and not well known, this meant
that teachers who deemed themselves to be Writing For Pleasure teachers had a framework in which to
identify themselves as such. With a view to ensuring this study had maximum practical relevance for
teachers, the researchers observed what these principles looked like in six actual, real-life, living,
breathing Writing For Pleasure classrooms.
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Methodology
Having developed a working definition and audit of what constitutes a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy,
the study could focus on how the features identified as critical within the audit would be observed.
Below, explanation is given as to how participants were identified and data was gathered, analysed and
interpreted. Issues of reliability and validity in the study are also explored. This includes the quality of
the data and how the data was generated.

Research Design
The study employed a mixed method design and was influenced greatly by the design employed by
Gadd (2014). It required a combination of quantitative and qualitative data to be gathered. Data
collected included: school progress data, lessons plans, examples of children’s writing, audited lesson
observations, whole-class pupil questionnaire, teacher interviews and pupil interviews. A total of six
teachers were observed and interviewed, thirty-six children were interviewed and 155 pupil
questionnaires were collected.
Relationships between teacher input and learner outputs were explored to suggest a possible
correlation between a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy, exceptional progress in writing and affective
development in terms of such considerations as self-efficacy, agency, motivation, volition, satisfaction,
enjoyment, self-regulation and writer-identity. Mixed method was used so as to exemplify, interrogate
and triangulate the significance and validity of data that was gathered.

The Research Process
The study asked that head teachers confirm and submit evidence of progress data from the
participants’ previous year(s) classes to show a track record of exceptional or at least ‘above expected’
progress in writing. This data supported the teachers’ applications which included completing the
designed Writing For Pleasure audit Appendix 6. The completed audits included data from teachers’
instructional practices. Data was gathered and aggregated using qualitative approaches before being
analysed using mostly quantitative approaches. This was achieved by scoring the teachers’ instructional
practices (through measuring tendency, breadth and quality of the principles) through four lesson
observations, using the criteria outlined in the Writing For Pleasure audit. This was further
supplemented with six child interviews, whole class questionnaire data and the teachers’ own
completed audits as part of their application process. This data was used to focus data gathering in
teacher interviews. The rationale was that an additional interview gave teachers an opportunity to
share practice that might not have been observed during the four lessons observations.
Selecting Teacher Participants
An open invitation to participate was circulated online through social media including Facebook and
Twitter. In addition, The UKLA and NATE published the invitation through their channels. The teachers
chosen for the study were selected through their ability to give evidence of higher than anticipated
student progress, showing that exceptional or at least ‘above expected’ progress was made by the class
as a whole. The research required the participation of highly effective writing teachers who also selfidentified as Writing For Pleasure teachers. Teachers were able to identify themselves as Writing For
Pleasure through completion of the Writing For Pleasure audit compiled as a result of the literature
review. It should be noted that the response rate for this study was small, with many potential
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participants withdrawing when student-achievement evidence was asked for. For reasons of reliability
and trustworthiness, the participating teachers’ student progress data and completed audits were
checked by an ‘expert other’ at the United Kingdom Literacy Association before acceptance to take part
in the study was confirmed. Six teachers were chosen for the study.
Teacher Participant Profile
A total of six participants took part in the study and all self-identified as being Writing For Pleasure
teachers. Two were male and four were female. The teachers had been teaching for between 4-20
years. The average number of years teaching was thirteen. Three of the participants taught in Year 6
(10-11 years old), one in Year 5 (9-10 years old) and two were in Year 4 (8-9 years old). Four of the six
participants had a literacy leadership role in their schools. The average class size of the participants was
26. The smallest class size was 20, with the largest being 31.
The schools had a variety of contexts. Five of the schools were Local Authority schools, with the other
being a government funded ‘Free School’. The smallest school had 101 pupils with the largest
containing 674 pupils. Four of the six schools had White British as their majority ethnic group. The other
two schools had a wide range of cultural heritages. Two of the six schools had higher than national
average pupils who were eligible for free school meals/pupil premium. Two of the six schools had
higher than average children with SEND. Two of the six schools had higher than average children with
EAL.
All the teachers were fully qualified. Five of the participants had undergraduate degrees before doing a
PGCE. The other participant had a BA Hons degree in Primary Education. Two of the participants had
MAs in Education, another was about to start an MA in Children’s Literature, one was an Advanced
Skills teacher, one had a CELTA for TEFL and one participant had a NPQH.
The teachers had received a variety of professional development over the last five years. Three of the
teachers felt they received minimal training, and any training undertaken was mainly related to the
curriculum changes in 2014 or training in writing moderation. Two teachers had received training
through the CLPE. Two teachers had received Talk For Writing training; however, in both cases, this was
over five years ago. Finally, two of the teachers had been on a OU/UKLA Reading for Pleasure course. All
the teachers explained that they taught themselves through professional reading. A variety of sources
and texts were identified including: Donald Graves, Nancie Atwell, Michael Rosen, Joan Aiken,
LiteracyForPleasure blog, UKLA publications, Teresa Cremin, Twitter and Facebook groups and the
Times Educational Supplement.
All the teachers expressed the importance of children having a chance to write every day, giving
children on average 5.33 hours of writing time a week. However many of the participants made a point
that children had access to writing in other ‘pockets of time’ or during independent reading time. One
participant stated that the majority of their children would write in the evenings and at the weekend.
They would bring this writing in via their personal writing project books. All the teacher participants
believed that all of the affective domains were essential, vital or at least very important in the teaching
of writing. Finally, all these teachers were highly committed and skilful. They didn’t teach writing
through what Hillocks (1986) would term a ‘naturalistic’ pedagogy. They did not rely on implicit
teaching alone. Instead, they highly valued explicit and direct instruction in teaching the craft of writing
and of being a writer. This is further explored within the findings of this report.
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Selecting Student Participants
In addition to the administering questionnaires to all the pupils, six children in each teacher’s class were
selected as ‘focused participants’. These six children were identified as typical performing children by
their teacher. The teachers were also asked that the children have varying dispositions towards writing.
They were interviewed and their work scrutinized as part of the study. The aim was to further monitor
the potential affective and effective impact of the teachers’ writing pedagogy and to gather any
evidence that may have been missed by other data collection.
Constructing The Audit For Observation & Field Notes
Four of each teacher’s writing lessons were observed over the course of a week and the same two
researchers were present for each observation. The field notes were co-analysed between the two
researchers. The teachers themselves took part in a structured interview. Two of the six focus children
were interviewed after each observation took place. Field notes were collected through an audit of
criteria-referenced indicators to analyse and interpret observed lessons and interview data Appendix 5.
The study then systematically coded the data. A numeric approach was taken to coding. The audit’s
criteria-referenced indicators were decided upon to provide a clear and user-friendly tool based on the
study’s literature review. The decision to code all data collected numerically was made possible because
of the production of the carefully defined audit. It was felt that this approach better supported the
research question as it enabled the study to test closely the themes of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy.
In this way, the study was able to transform qualitative data collected through observations and
interviews into numerical or quantitative data and then exemplify this quantitative data with qualitative
illustrations. This was to encourage reliability in the findings.
The goal of these observations was to record over time the range of classroom practices highlighted
within the constructed Writing For Pleasure audit. Having ascertained, through interview and the
teachers’ own responses on the audit during the application stage, what they stated they did during
writing lessons, observing classroom behaviours was one way of confirming whether they actually did
what they said/thought they did. This would help the study to understand what it is Writing For
Pleasure teachers do that makes the difference. It is important to note that teachers were requested to
teach what and how they would normally teach within their regular time parameters when they were
being observed. No intervention, suggestions or feedback was provided between observations.
Constructing The Interviews
An interview schedule was implemented with teacher participants and six focus children. The interview
schedule was designed to generate information that might not be apparent from classroom
observations or document analysis. The aim was to elicit new information from participants, or to
gather data that explained, exemplified or substantiated previous information gathered. Key questions
were designed to explore the Writing For Pleasure principles that underpin the study and were decided
upon in advance of the interviews.
Teacher participants were interviewed at two points during the study. The first was near the beginning
of study and the teachers were interviewed extensively about their teaching backgrounds and
experiences, their knowledge of writing and what apprentice writers do, their beliefs about a Writing
For Pleasure pedagogy and its impact on learner outcomes and affective states of mind. Additionally,
they were asked if they felt the audit was missing any aspects of their practice. No teacher felt this was
so. This generated initial data that could be built on during the study. Refer to the Appendix 4 for the
main questions that were asked during the initial interview.
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The second teacher-interview was near the conclusion of the data- gathering period. Each teacher was
re-interviewed extensively about items on the audit that may not have been explored, witnessed or
required further exemplification or clarification. Refer to the Appendix 4 for the questions that were
asked during the final interviews.
Two different focus children were interviewed immediately after each observed lesson. This was
primarily to ascertain how the students perceived their specific learning from the lesson and what they
believed the teacher had done to help them develop effectively and affectively. Information obtained
through these interviews contributed greatly to an understanding of each participant teacher’s impact
on their apprentice writers. Refer to the Appendix 4 for the questions that guided the post-observation
interviews with the focus students. All interviews were recorded on audiotape and transcribed in full.
Collating & Preparing The Data For Analysis
Having gathered a range of data from teacher and learner participants, the subsequent task was to
aggregate and analyse it for meaning. This principally meant preparing the qualitative data (gathered
through observations and interviews) for quantification and analysing it in relation to the Writing For
Pleasure audit. It also allowed the validation of the quantitative data gathered from pupil
questionnaires in preparation for analysis. Ultimately, levels of correlation would be sought between all
forms of quantitative data that had been gathered or generated. These would be used to signal what
principles of effective practice needed further investigation as having a particularly strong association
with affective and effective teaching of writing and therefore with a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy.
The wide array of qualitative data that had been gathered needed to be converted into numeric data
for quantitative analysis. This meant attributing ranked values to each teacher participant for each
Writing For Pleasure principle evidenced in the observations and/or interview transcripts. Firstly, each
observation and interview transcript was scanned closely for illustrative data that linked to the
principles of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy on the audit document. The subsequent step was to
assign a numeric rating (0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0) to each teacher for each item on the Writing For
Pleasure audit, using evidence from the transcripts and field notes Appendix 5. It was anticipated that
quantifying the data in this way would contribute significantly to determining the level of proficiency
and depth noted in relation to each principle of Writing For Pleasure. It was necessary to then check
interpretations for inferential validity by comparing scores between the two observing researchers.
As well as generating quantitative data for statistical analysis that might foreground areas of
significance when considering features of effective writing instruction, it was understood that the data
would provide clear exemplifications of effective and affective writing teaching in a Writing For Pleasure
pedagogy which could then be shared with the wider teaching community.
Organising The Data
Organising the teacher audit data meant it was possible to present the level of quality and breadth that
teachers demonstrated, both as individuals and as a whole participant data set. This meant calculating
measures of quality and embeddedness of each principle for each teacher within the Writing For
Pleasure audit. This was achieved by calculating the mean for each principle of Writing For Pleasure for
each teacher. These calculations were taken from the summed scores that teachers had been allocated
for each principle within the audit.
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Calculating these measures generated information about the relative quality of each principle within
the Writing For Pleasure pedagogy. This would provide an initial indication as to whether the teacher
participants (as a set) used certain principles more than others and would generate an inquiry into the
possible pedagogical significance of some principles over others, albeit that they are used in
conjunction with the other principles witnessed. Undertaking all of these calculations eventually meant
being able to recognise and analyse possible points of connectedness between the principles of Writing
For Pleasure pedagogy and how these teachers were achieving exceptional academic and affective
progress in writing among their apprentice writers.
Interpreting The Data
Interpreting the data necessitated scrutinising the range of data sources that had been created during
the study. In most instances, this meant drawing conclusions from at least two of the three key data
sources. Interpreting the data in this study meant searching iteratively for strong patterns and trends.
As the data was interpreted, it was necessary to reflect continually on the following points:
● Do any particular principles of Writing For Pleasure appear to be more effective in producing
positive academic and affective outcomes for apprentice writers than other principles?
● Do the teachers have different ways of eliciting the same levels of pleasure from their classes?
● What do the principles of Writing For Pleasure actually look like in the classrooms?
● What principles or affective domains, if any, are missing or underdeveloped from the teachers’
practice but are stated as being effective in the literature review? Why might these be missing
or underdeveloped? Does this mean they are unimportant?
It was also understood, as other researchers have suggested (Gadd 2014; Graham & Perin 2007;
Medwell 1998), that particular pedagogical practices should not be considered in isolation from other
practices within the context of a working classroom. Indeed, their level of affectiveness and
effectiveness may be contingent on other principles being realised alongside. Finally, data
interpretation would not be complete without illustrations and exemplifications from the material that
had been gathered (through observations and interviews) during the study. This would help fulfil the
project’s ultimate aim of sharing with teachers what a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy looks like in a
working everyday classroom.
Reliability and Validity
A key goal of the research was to identify and describe effective pedagogy. This required a reasonable
level of generalisability. Within the context of this study, generalisability means being able to transfer
findings about effective Writing For Pleasure pedagogy from a specific population (the Writing For
Pleasure teachers observed in this study) to a theoretical population (all primary teachers of writing). It
is anticipated that any interested teachers would require professional support to make the transfer to a
Writing For Pleasure pedagogy.
For generalisability to be possible, all conclusions or inferences made in a research study needed to be
internally and externally reliable and valid. It is appreciated that the reader needs to be able to ‘trust’
the findings of the study rather than feel that they merely match the ideology and whims of the
researcher. A range of actions was employed to strengthen the validity and reliability of the research
conclusions. These included: checking the consistency between the researcher’s inferential findings
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with another expert’s findings in relation to the same dataset, and the participants being invited to
check all final research findings for accuracy and interpretation.
Use Of An External Expert For Review
An external expert (a member of the UK Literacy Association) was present throughout the study and
made observations using the Writing For Pleasure audit. They were also present during teacher and
child interview. This ensured that the grading of the principles outlined in the audit descriptors could be
checked against their judgements for reliability and validity. The external expert independently
determined whether the grading allotted to each principle matched what she would have given.
Discussions between the two researchers led to 100% consensus. They offered no suggested changes to
the interview tools or the observation schedule that had been developed. They also checked the
selection process and teacher applications before the study began.
It was assumed that inferential judgments could be considered reliable and valid if there was
consistency between the researcher’s and the reviewer’s inferences on independent applications of the
data analysis process. With both researcher and reviewer using the same numeric scale (0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
2.0, 2.5, 3.0), consistency was deemed to be both parties allocating either the same or an adjacent
rating to a particular teacher for a particular principle. When issues of inconsistency arose, negotiation
between the researcher and reviewer resulted in a consensus agreement and understanding of the
other’s viewpoint and their use of data evidence in the decision making.
Use Of Participant Checking
Teacher participants were required to check all inferences and conclusions made by the researcher for
error, misconception or missing data. The teacher participants were sent and requested to check all
teacher interview and lesson observation field notes for accuracy. Only one teacher made changes to
their interview data and these were only cosmetic/grammatical changes. Teachers were also given a
final report from the data analysis, and an opportunity to contest or discuss the findings was provided.
No teachers disagreed with their final reports. Instead, all the teachers commented on the usefulness
and accuracy of the conclusions for their professional development.

Ethics
As a result of consulting BAAL (2016), no ethical issues arose in the undertaking of this research. Schools
and participant names have not been given. Explicit and informed consent was sought from the parents,
pupils and teachers. No assessment data was required to be kept. Instead, the head teachers were
asked to present and explain performance data whilst in their schools. The schools have been kept
informed and have supported the project throughout. Reflecting on BAAL’s responsibility to applied
linguistics (2016), a copy of all raw data has been kept whilst any original recordings have been
destroyed. An individual report was provided to the participants and their schools on completion of
their participation. Finally, all schools and participating teachers will be provided with a copy of this final
research report.
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Results
Quantitative results derived from audit data:
analysis of teachers’ practice
This section begins with presentation of the quantitative results. This then helps inform the
presentation of the qualitative data.
How well were the principles of Writing For Pleasure employed by the participating teachers as a
group?

The graph employs a six-point scale. 0 being that the principle was not employed at all and 6 being that
the principle was employed expertly and at great depth. Anything over 3 shows the principle was
witnessed as being sufficiently proficient and significant.
The individual teachers’ overall ability to deliver a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy ranked
Teacher

Mean score for all principles

6

3.2

5

4.3

4

5.2

3

3.1

2

4

1

2.8
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Which principles were best employed by the participating teachers?
Witnessed at a
high level of
proficiency.

Reading, Sharing And Talking About Writing

Witnessed at a
proficient level.

Every Child A Writer; Purposeful & Authentic Writing Projects; Pupil
Conferencing

Teach Self-regulation Strategies; Balance Composition & Transcription; Teaching
The Writing Processes

Community Of Writers
Setting Writing Goals; Literacy For Pleasure: Reading & Writing Connecting
Personal Writing Projects
Reassuringly Consistent; Writer-Teacher
Ranking of proficiency scores for each principle
Principle

Scores Highest To Lowest

Community of writers

5

5

4

4

2

2

Every child a writer

5

5

4

3

3

3

Reading, sharing & talking about writing

6

5

4

4

4

3

Purposeful & authentic writing projects

6

5

5

3

3

1

Teaching the writing processes

6

6

5

3

3

2

Setting writing goals

5

4

4

3

3

2

Reassuringly consistent

6

6

3

2

1

1

Personal writing projects

6

4

4

3

3

0

Balancing composition & transcription

6

5

4

4

3

3

Self-regulation strategies

6

5

5

4

4

1

Writer-teacher

5

4

3

3

2

2

Pupil conferencing

5

5

4

3

3

3

Literacy for pleasure: reading & writing
connecting

5

5

4

3

2

2

Interconnection of the principles

5

4

4

3

3

3
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The individual teachers’ principle scores

Highest scoring teachers for each principle of Writing For Pleasure
Community of writers

Teacher 4, Teacher 5,

Every child a writer

Teacher 4, Teacher 2,

Talk about writing

Teacher 4, Teacher 5,

Purposeful writing projects

Teacher 5, Teacher 4, Teacher 2,

Teaching writing processes

Teacher 4, Teacher 2,

Writing goals

Teacher 4, Teacher 5, Teacher 1,

Reassuringly Consistent

Teacher 4, Teacher 2,

Personal writing projects

Teacher 4, Teacher 3, Teacher 5,

Composition and transcription

Teacher 4, Teacher 5,

Self-regulation

Teacher 4, Teacher 3. Teacher 1

Writer-teacher

Teacher 5, Teacher 4

Pupil-conferencing

Teacher 4, Teacher 1

Literacy for pleasure

Teacher 6, Teacher 5

Interconnection

Teacher 4, Teacher 5, Teacher 2
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Qualitative results: Illustration of the Writing
For Pleasure principles
Creating A Community Of Writers
The teachers’ average rating for this principle was 3.7. Teachers 4 and 5 were the two highest scorers,
with both scoring 5. The following is a description of what was observed. The young writers saw their
teachers as extraordinarily positive, caring, strict, fun, calm and interested in their lives and
development as writers. This resulted in their classes being engaged in writing at a high level of progress
and achievement. Their classrooms felt like a rich mixture of creative writers’ workshop but also had the
razor sharp focus of a professional publishing house. For example, the teacher ‘doesn’t make it so fun
that it isn’t about getting the work done’ and ‘we can have fun with our writing but we also need to
make it good’. Their classrooms were a place where important writing took place, where high-quality
writing was expected and where children felt like genuine writers, as opposed to simply being schooled
in producing writing products for mainly evaluative purposes. They were communities of writers where
the teacher teaches and writes alongside their class and shares their own writing practices, strategies
and techniques. The children felt that they were being taught by an experienced and passionate writerteacher who themselves loved writing.
The children were taught how to talk and present their writing to others in positive and constructive
ways. The community of writers took part in meaningful practices and writing projects they could
identify with. The teachers supported and encouraged children to bring and use their own ‘funds of
knowledge’ into their writing projects. This meant children could write from a position of strength.
Importantly, in their writing workshops, children were involved in actions, discussions and reflections
that made a difference to how they were taught and how they undertook their writing. For example,
children were able to take their personal writing project books to and from school and also share them
with the class community. Their classrooms were a shared and democratic space. The children talked of
feeling confident and knowing that their teachers wanted them to try their best, take their time and to
focus specifically on making their written pieces the highest quality they could be for their future
readership. One teacher, inspired by the National Writing Project (2011), also had on display the writing
community’s rights and also their responsibilities whilst writing.
Every Child A Writer
The teachers’ average rating for this principle was 3.8. Teachers 4 and 2 were the two highest scorers,
with both scoring 5. The following is a description of what was observed. These teachers held high
achievement expectations for all their writers. They saw all children as writers and were always focused
on teaching strategies and techniques that would lead to greater self-efficacy and self-regulation; all
children felt like independent writers who were achieving writing goals with regularity. The teachers
would positively praise the children for the goals they had achieved during the writing lesson and the
children commented that this helped them to feel a sense of self-efficacy in what they were doing. They
ensured that all their writers remained part of the writing community. They taught what writing can do
and what their writing was doing for them as a reader. They would model and promote the social
aspects of writing and encourage peer support through their manner, through pupil-conferencing, and
by sharing writerly advice and craft knowledge in their mini-lessons.
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Reading, Sharing And Talking About Writing
The teachers’ average rating for this principle was 4.3. Teachers 4 and 5 were the two highest scorers,
with both scoring 6 and 5. The following is a description of what was observed. In their writing
workshops, children were given ample opportunities to share and discuss with others (including their
writer-teacher) their own and others’ writing in order to give and receive constructive criticism, writerly
advice and celebrate achievement. One child reported ‘he puts us in groups to help us understand how
other people write’.
Writing was seen as a social act and talk was important at all stages of the writing process. Children
were encouraged to talk about the content of their writing, their writing processes and to share any
techniques or strategies they thought were working particularly well for them. The sophistication,
maturity and commitment children showed in their discussions about the developing compositions was
striking. The writing communities had clearly developed their own meta-language for talking and
thinking as writers. Children discussed ‘sticky bits’, ‘yawny bits’, ‘vomit drafts’, ‘paragraph piling,’
‘sentence stacking’ and finding their ‘diamond moments’. Sticky bits were parts that weren’t quite
sounding right or didn’t make sense. ‘Yawny bits’ were parts where the reader felt bored or were losing
interest. ‘Vomit drafts’ were quick drafts which didn’t slow down to attend to transcriptional issues.
Instead, the children would revise and edit it after it had been drafted. ‘Paragraph Pilers’ drafted,
revised and edited each of their paragraphs before writing their next one. ‘Sentence Stackers’ did the
same but with each sentence. Finally, ‘Diamond moments’ were the significant parts of their
compositions. Whilst talk was an integral part of any writing time, so was maintaining a low level of
noise so as not to disturb fellow writers.
Purposeful & Authentic Writing Projects
The teachers’ average rating for this principle was 3.8. Teachers 5, 4 and 2 were the highest scorers,
scoring 6, 5 and 5. These teachers carefully considered the purpose and future audiences for their class
writing projects. The projects were seen as meaningful to their classes. This was because children were
given the opportunity to generate their own ideas and there was a clear distant goal for the writing to
be published - with a strong sense of a real reader at the end of the project. For example, children in
one class were writing their own short story collection, all of which would be published into an
anthology and would go into their class library for others to read. Given these circumstances, writers
remained focused on developing their compositions over time, maintained a strong personal agency
over and commitment to their writing, and so produced something significant for themselves and in
keeping with their teacher’s expectations. In short, the children cared about their writing and wanted it
to do well. These writing projects were worked on by the class over an extended period of time. One
teacher in particular took great pains to ensure the writing projects reflected as closely as possible the
kinds of projects undertaken by writers outside of the classroom. Their class had access to a variety of
audiences over the course of the year and the children’s writing escaped the confines of the classroom
and was ‘put to work’ out in the world.
Agency played an important role within these writing projects with children stating ‘we don’t have to
write what the teacher says. It’s actually better if you choose what you’re going to write because you
know what you’re going to write about [laughs]’ and ‘there is a day where we do idea generation and
we think of loads of ideas and then we pick one we want to write about. It’s not really strict that you
have to write about that one. You can choose’. The teachers varied where they gave children agency
with one teacher exposing their class to a genre and discussing its typical purpose and audiences and
then allowing children to consider how they would like to use it for their own purposes. Other teachers
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gave children scope within a set topic or theme to choose what they would write about. However, it
was accepted by the children and teachers that, through having agency over the topic for their writing,
children felt a greater sense of self-efficacy – they were more confident using ideas from their existing
‘funds of knowledge’ and ones they had a personal commitment to, as opposed to when a topic is
chosen by the teacher. This is evidenced in comments such as ‘mainly what we are writing is about our
world and I love it’. The classes were encouraged to either generate their own individual ideas, share
and work on ideas in clusters or as a whole class generate an idea that they could all pursue together.
Teachers regularly refocused the children on considering the future readership of their piece
throughout the project. Children were encouraged to look forward to the publishing of their pieces. ‘I
normally share my writing and I want it to be reader-ready and really good for them; when we publish it,
it is put in our library in the classroom and that’s cool… when we had free reading time, everyone went
to the published writing not the proper books [laughs]’.
Explicitly Teach The Writing Processes
The teachers’ average rating for this principle was 3.8. Teachers 4 and 2 were the highest scorers,
both scoring 6. These teachers gave direct instruction in strategies and techniques for the different
components of the writing process (how to generate an idea, plan, draft, revise, edit, publish). They
scaffolded children’s understanding of these processes through demonstration, resources, displays,
discussion, modelling and sharing exemplars which they had written themselves or techniques used
by children. As a result, the children were made to feel incredibly knowledgeable about the writing
process and felt able to navigate it on their own.
These teachers were utterly committed to helping their children relinquish dependency on these
scaffolds and to allowing children to develop a writing process that suited them best and to write at a
pace which enabled them to produce their best writing. As one child put it ‘he lets us write the way
we write best’. The children were able to use the writing processes recursively and weren’t tied to a
linear model. For example, children in one class were able to identity what kind of writing process
they liked using the most. These included being a ‘discoverer’, ‘planner’, ‘vomiter’, ‘paragraph piler’
and ‘sentence stacker’. A ‘discoverer’ was someone who liked to do ‘discovery drafting’ and
resembles Peter Elbow’s ‘free-writing’ technique (1998). A ‘planner’, in contrast, was someone who
would plan their writing with rigorous detail before attempting their first draft. The children were
given a variety of ways in which they could plan their writing including ‘planning grids’, ‘dabbling’ (a
mixture of drawing and notes) and of course ‘discovery drafting’. Children were also encouraged to
use the following rules when drafting, for example: circle any unsure spellings and to carry on writing,
underline any parts that need work or didn’t make sense, and to put a box where they might be
unsure of punctuation. The children would then attend to these issues later. They were also given
specific techniques to consider using when revising their initial drafts, linked to the purpose, audience
and distant goal for the writing. Finally, they were given specific checklists of transcriptional items to
attend to when proof-reading and getting their compositions what the teacher called ‘reader-ready’.
Again, children were explicitly taught techniques for proof-reading; for example, checking for one
type of error at a time. Alternatively, children would proof-read their writing in clusters at editing
stations and help ensure everyone’s writing was ready for publication.
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Setting Writing Goals
The teachers’ average rating for this principle was 3.5. Teachers 5, 4 and 1 were the highest scores
which were 5, 4 and 4. To maintain children’s commitment and motivation during a class writing
project, these teachers ensured that their classes knew the ‘distant goal’ for the project, that is to say
the future audience and purpose for their finished writing. The class, as a community, also had a say in
setting the ‘product goals’ for their project. This was a discussion as to what they would have to do,
and what it was writers did, to ensure their writing was successful and meaningful. The teachers would
often share an exemplar of their own piece of writing which was in keeping with the writing project.
They would then discuss the decisions they had made and what they had tried to achieve in the piece.
The children would use the outcomes of the discussion to aid the setting of product goals for their own
writing. In one class, they even discussed what not to do by looking at ineffective examples and
discussing together what they needed to avoid doing. The product goals were similar to success
criteria, but they also included more overarching goals which were linked directly to the purpose and
audience of the writing. For example, one teacher used Durran’s ‘boxed resource’ (2019). Product
goals were put on display and were repeatedly referred to by the children and the teachers
throughout their class writing projects. The teachers provided pupils with the knowledge they needed
so that they could be empowered to see their own writing idea through to successful publication.
These teachers set loose ‘process goals’ for writing time (e.g. generating an idea/ planning/ drafting/
revising/ editing/ publishing). These goals kept their classes on track as a whole without forcing them
to keep to a certain pace or writing process. This meant the children felt they could write happily and
to the best of their abilities. In interview, some children stated that knowing the writing project’s ‘todo’ list and keeping to a schedule was helpful, with one child noting the satisfaction she experienced
when reaching a goal set by the teacher. Interestingly, another pupil expressed the excitement of
being set a challenging product goal ‘I get pushed off my level and I do enjoy to do that - it just feels
exciting’.
Whilst distant, product and process goals were being set by or with the children during class writing
projects, the same was not seen for personal writing projects – which often lacked direction as a
result. The children were not always encouraged to have the same expectations for their personal
projects that were going well nor were they always given the opportunity to fulfil the distant goals
they may have had for some of their personal projects.
Some of the observed teachers were able to elicit high levels of enjoyment from their classes as a result
of regular, systematic and enthusiastic praise of product goals achieved by the individual children in the
class. These same children commented on their enjoyment and satisfaction in writing coming from
pleasing their teacher. However, other observed teachers were able to elicit high levels of enjoyment
from their classes as a result of higher agency over the subjects for their writing and agency over their
writing processes and deadlines. These same children commented on their enjoyment and satisfaction
in writing coming from more intrinsic motivations. Unfortunately, teacher focus on external and
internal motivation wasn’t observed in rich combination.
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Reassuringly Consistent
The teachers’ average rating for this principle was 3.2. Teachers 4 and 2 were the highest scorers, both
scoring 6. Both teachers showed excellent classroom organisation. There was strong emphasis on
routines, promoting self-regulation, behavioural expectations and focused collaborative learning among
the children. Interview data shows that this enhanced children’s feelings of self-efficacy and selfregulation because, each day, they knew what to do and how to do it. As one child put it ‘He doesn’t
make you worry as a student because you’ve done it so often’. Having these routines also saved the
teachers time. Their classrooms were set up to direct children to the act of writing, quickly, daily and
largely independently. Resources and working walls were made visible and were focused on sharing
self-regulation strategies.
Both teachers had a clear routine of mini-lesson, writing time and class sharing/author’s chair. The
mini lessons were a short instruction on an aspect of writing which was likely to be useful to the
children during that day’s writing and would last between 10-20 minutes. The teachers taught from
their own craft regularly – sharing their writing ‘tips, tricks and secrets’ prior to that day’s writing time.
Alternatively, they would share exemplars of the craft they were trying to teach from literature taken
from the class library.
During writing time, the teachers either wrote amongst their children for a short while or proceeded
straight into pupil-conferencing with groups and/or individuals. A number of the teachers had a routine
that, once finished with that day’s crafting of the class’ project, the children could work on their
personal projects. For example, there was a box on each table where children would deposit their
personal writing notebooks from their school bags each day. Writing time lasted between 30-40
minutes.
Finally, the teachers made time for class sharing and/or author’s chair. Firstly, the children would share
their developing pieces and discuss the writing goals they had achieved that day with their peers. This
would be followed up by author’s chair. Author’s chair is where some children would come up to the
front to address the class about their writing. The routine was for the children to give a little bit of
background about their piece, and explain what they would like feedback on before reading out the
extract or piece. The class would then reply, first saying what strengths they thought the piece had
before giving their opinion and suggestions on how the piece could be developed further. The teachers
would also occasionally give their feedback too. This usually lasted between 10-15 minutes.
Encouraging Personal Writing Projects
The teachers’ average rating for this principle was 3.3. Teachers 4, 3 and 5 were the highest scorers,
scoring 6, 4 and 4 respectively. These teachers appreciated how essential it is that children are given
time to write for a sustained period every day and to work on both class and personal writing projects.
Time for working solely on personal projects was timetabled by these teachers, and children were given
at least an hour a week. However, the teachers also encouraged personal writing time to be pursued in
little pockets of time throughout the week. Some of the teachers set up a routine that the personal
writing project books went to and fro between school and home every day. These project books were
always freely available for the children; either in their trays or on their desks. Personal projects were
seen by these teachers as an important part of the writing curriculum since it is here, through exercising
their own choice of subject, purpose, audience and writing process, that their class had true agency and
came to see writing as an empowering and pleasurable activity to be used now and in the future.
Personal writing projects were also seen as advantageous to them as teachers, as they not only
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provided an insight into their children’s personalities and identities and helped build relationships, but
were also seen as useful evidence when assessing children’s development as independent writers.
Whilst all the teachers showed an interest in their children’s personal projects, it was only one teacher
who had the same high expectations for what the children were composing through their personal
projects as he had for class projects. He did this by ensuring that any personal writing that the children
wanted published had been rigorously considered, often with revision and proof-reading needing to
have taken place before publication.
Balancing Composition With Transcription
The teachers’ average rating for this principle was 4.2. Teachers 4 and 5 were the highest scorers,
scoring 6 and 5. What was clear was that these teachers focused on direct instruction in the
‘generalities’ of good writing. They taught lessons in such a way that what the children were learning
was not just applicable to that particular piece of writing or to a specific writing task. These were writing
lessons which would work and be applied across future writing projects too. They regularly taught what
good writing is (through technique and strategy teaching) as opposed to giving instructional, technical
or administrative lessons which were only relevant to that particular task on that particular day.
They also ensured that they taught the right lessons at the right time; focusing on teaching more
compositional lessons at the beginning of a writing project and moving their focus towards teaching
strategies and techniques related to good transcription later. These teachers had high expectations for
transcriptional accuracy, spelling and handwriting and wanted the children to take pride in their final
written products. To do this, they encouraged children to concentrate on composing their piece (or part
of their piece) before giving their attention to certain grammatical or linguistic features and to ensuring
the piece was transcriptionally accurate. They didn’t ask children to focus on transcriptional issues as
they composed. They allocated specific time for children to revise their pieces before giving them time
to edit their pieces. Therefore, revision and editing were given separate and specific priority. They also
gave children time within a writing session to stop and regularly re-read and share their work with their
peers and to revise and edit what they had composed so far. Finally, there was a good balance between
discussing what the content of the class’ writing project might be, how the writing might be organised
and structured, and the explicit teaching of different writing processes.
The teachers accepted invented spellings during the composition stage. It also appeared that children’s
handwriting skills were best practised when publishing their completed pieces. Spelling and punctuation
were largely self-monitored by the children as they wrote, marking their texts for items to be checked
and corrected at the editing stage. These teachers were very aware that, if grammar were to be
understood in a meaningful way, it must be taught functionally and applied and examined in the
context of real composition.
Teach Self-Regulation Strategies
The teachers’ average rating for this principle was 4.2. Teachers 1, 3 and 4 were the highest scorers,
scoring 6, 5 and 5. Self-regulation strategies were vital to the way the teachers taught writing. It was
clear from the student data that self-regulation had a positive impact on children writing with selfefficacy and independence. ‘When I know what I’m going to write about and I’ve thought about it and
when I start writing it just calms me down; I just felt like I knew what I was doing – I knew how to do it’.
Children were taught numerous strategies and techniques that they could employ independently. They
were taught strategies for generating ideas, planning, drafting, revising, editing and publishing and
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knew how to employ these strategies across all their writing projects - both class and personal. They
were taught how to draw as a means for generating ideas and for planning, using story maps, planninggrids, discovery drafts, proof-reading marks, peer conferencing, and revision and editing checklists. The
classes also had ready access to resources for editing and publishing such as electronic spell-checkers,
dictionaries, common word mats, guidelines, papers, laptops and other stationery. These teachers
made use of their working-walls for sharing self-regulation strategies. One teacher also had baskets
which contained advice and strategies for being more self-regulating. For example, sentence starters,
common word lists, vocabulary lists, types of story openings and endings and planning-grids. This
provided pupils with the knowledge they needed and empowered them to see their own writing idea
through to successful publication. Children were taught to keep space available on the right-hand side
of their writing notebooks for ‘trying things out’ or for making major revisions to their developing
pieces.
These self-regulation strategies and resources were introduced carefully and given dedicated
instructional time. Via a mini-lesson, the teachers would discuss the benefits of a writing strategy or
resource before modelling and encouraging its use that day. The strategies and techniques were offered
in the spirit of a writer-teacher sharing their own writerly knowledge and their ‘tricks’. Part of this was
explaining the benefits the strategy or resource had on their own writing development. Finally, through
peer conferencing and class sharing, these teachers helped children teach others about their own
developing writerly knowledge, strategies and techniques. For example, ‘well at first I will try to think
about it and what I’m going to do about it. I’ll probably be sitting there looking like I’m doing nothing
but I’m thinking about it. Sometimes I’ll ask my friends and they will give me ideas of how to change
things around – sometimes they’re not very helpful but most of the time we can get it fixed’.
Being A Writer-Teacher
The teachers’ average rating for this principle was 3.2. Teachers 4 and 5 were the highest scorers,
scoring 5 and 4. These teachers wrote for pleasure in their own lives outside of the classroom. They
used their literate lives and their writer ‘craft knowledge’ as an education tool. It appears that children
gained from knowing that their teacher was a teacher who also writes. ‘He has had years and years of
practice. I like that because like you have to practice writing because otherwise what are you going to
know what to write about? and how are you going to know what writing means?’
Through their mini-lessons and pupil-conferences, children not only understood that their teacher faces
the same writing challenges that they do but that they can also share their writerly knowledge to help
them improve their developing compositions. The teachers wrote and shared their writing with their
class with regularity. They would share their own pieces in relation to the projects they were asking the
children to engage in. There was use of dialogic talk and the teachers maintained genuine reciprocal
relations when discussing and modelling their own writing processes and exemplar texts. For example,
‘He spoke to us about him writing his poems and like how difficult it can be – not everything is going to
be easy. He gave us tips yesterday like the ‘show don’t tell’ one – I’ve done that in my diary and it really
worked. He’s been showing his writing more recently – he definitely speaks about his writing and what
he is finding difficult as well and he gives us help when it’s difficult because it relates to him’.
The teachers would readily draw not only their knowledge of effective teaching but also their
knowledge of writing and of being a writer by sharing the ‘tricks, tips and secret’ strategies that they
really employed in their own writing and would invite children to give them a try too. From the student
data, it appeared that the children in the classes of these writer-teachers respected their advice,
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opinions and instruction from teachers whom they saw as genuine and ‘good’ writers. Some children
would appropriate the social practices of their writer-teacher. It should be noted that none of these
teachers were part of any teacher’s writing group however, one teacher was part of an online creative
writing course.
Pupil Conferencing: Meeting Children Where They Are
The teachers’ average rating for this principle was 3.8. Teachers 4 and 1 were the highest scorers,
scoring 5 and 5. These teachers believed that a rich response to children’s writing was crucial. Whilst
they used both written and verbal feedback, they particularly emphasised the usefulness of ‘live’ verbal
feedback, which they felt was immediate, relevant and allowed the child to reflect on and attend to
learning points raised while still actually engaged in their writing. Their conferences were short,
friendly, supportive and incredibly positive. The children looked forward to them as they believed they
would get genuine praise for and celebration of the writing goals they were achieving, but also good
advice on how they could improve their developing compositions. This had a major impact on children’s
sense of self-efficacy. The teachers’ advice had an ‘enabling’ feeling about it and the children felt they
could enact the feedback on their own (thus contributing to their feelings of self-regulation) and that it
would make a genuine difference to the quality of their writing. One of the children interviewed
described her teacher’s conferencing clearly ‘I think she helps a lot. If we do something good she’ll pick
up on that and tell us how good we are doing and if we haven’t done something good she won’t tell us
off for it but she’ll help us understand how to get better at it and say things like “you could do that… and
this is good” she isn’t saying all the bad things or all the good things – it’s constructive criticism; I’ve
shown it to Mr Harding and he’s shown me so much other things I could do and I’m like oh yeah… I think
I will do that maybe tomorrow’.
Interestingly, the children in these classes were also heard giving each other feedback and advice
similar to the pupil conferences they had from their teachers, meaning that children were teaching
children. Finally, if the teachers found themselves giving out the same advice repeatedly, they would
stop the class and give an additional mini-lesson on the issue before inviting the children to continue
with their writing.
The teachers were able to undertake pupil-conferencing in a systematic way and were successful
because their children and classrooms were settled, focused, highly-organised and self-regulating.
Behavioural expectations were also very clear. These teachers would give feedback to those who were
most in need of assistance first and would visit children at their tables as opposed to children coming to
them. This meant that other children could benefit from any discussion as ‘over-hearers’. As writerteachers, they were better able to advise and give feedback because they seemed to understand the
issues children encountered when writing themselves and could share their writing ‘craft knowledge’
(Cremin et al 2018). This certainly influenced the way they delivered their conferences and gave their
feedback.
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Literacy For Pleasure: Reading And Writing Connecting
The teachers’ average rating for this principle was 3.5. Teachers 5 and 6 were the highest scorers, both
scoring 5. Both these teachers taught through a Reading For Pleasure pedagogy and both were leaders
of an Open University/UKLA reader teacher group (2019). They clearly looked to build a community of
readers and writers concurrently. They had print-rich classrooms which also included stories, nonfiction, poetry, newspapers, magazines and the children’s own published texts. However, only one
teacher had a book for children that was about writing in their class library. Both the high-scoring
teachers read aloud every day to their classes with pleasure and enthusiasm. This included poetry,
picture books, chapter books, non-fiction texts and the teachers’ own writing. They showed children
how to read like writers and write like readers by encouraging them to make links between what they
were reading, their own lives and potential writing ideas. This included discussing themes and analysing
the writer’s craft but also aspects of intertextuality and writing in personal response to texts read.
They both understood that volitional reading can lead to volitional writing, with both ensuring that
during independent reading time children could also write in their personal writing project books if they
felt an urge to do so. Some children in these classes collected words, phrases and other good examples
of a writer’s craft in the hope that they might come in useful at a later date. For example, ‘I like reading
stories to myself and writing myself and stuff. Sometimes I write about books that have been made and
copy some things about them and sometimes I just make my own; She gives us personal writing project
books. Right now everyone is doing ‘cosy reading’ but you don’t just have to read – you can write. You
can get blankets out and it’s quite fun – it’s not sitting at your desk reading a normal book – it’s laying
with your friends on cushions reading and writing together; I just find it very enjoyable and I love reading
– so I think it all comes together – I love to read my own books – and it’s something I always try to do
and I love writing in that sort of way; When I’ve got a really good idea – I feel like a real writer writing it
down. When I’ve read books, I’ve gotten ideas from them and it helps me to like write and feel like a
writer because it’s like what another writer has done’.
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Quantitative results derived from
questionnaire: analysis of the affective
domains
How strong were the affective domains of effective practice felt by the participating children as a
group?

How strong were the affective domains of effective practice felt by the participating children in the
individual classrooms?
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What affective domains were most clearly inscribed in the participating teachers’ practice?
Witnessed at a high
level of proficiency.

Reader-identity
Satisfaction
Writing Enjoyment
Self-efficacy
Self-regulation

Witnessed at a
proficient level.

Volition

Not witnessed at a
proficient level.

Motivation,
Writer-identity

Agency

The individual teachers’ overall ability to inscribe the affective domains ranked
Teacher

Mean score for all affective domains

6

1.60

5

2.11

4

2.06

3

1.72

2

1.94

1

1.92

Top ranking teachers for each affective domain of Writing For Pleasure
Writing Enjoyment

Teacher 1, Teacher 2, Teacher 4

Self-efficacy

Teacher 2, Teacher 5

Agency

Teacher 4, Teacher 5

Volition

Teacher 1, Teacher 4, Teacher 5

Motivation

Teacher 2, Teacher 3, Teacher 4, Teacher 5

Self-regulation

Teacher 4

Satisfaction

Teacher 1, Teacher 2, Teacher 4, Teacher 5

Writer Identity

Teacher 1, Teacher 2, Teacher 4, Teacher 5

Reader Identity

Teacher 1, Teacher 2, Teacher 3, Teacher 5
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Qualitative results: Illustrations of the
affective domains
Writing Enjoyment: Writing as pleasure
Low Writing Enjoyment vs High Writing Enjoyment

The teachers’ average rating for this domain was 2.2. Teachers 1, 2 and 4 were the highest scorers, all
scoring 2.5. Children enjoyed engaging in the craft of writing in these classes because they felt that the
writing was purposeful, they knew why they were writing it, and by undertaking the project they felt
they were going to develop as writers and achieve something. All the children in these classes were
given a huge amount of praise for achieving any of the product goals set for the project. The children
also knew what to do and how to do it and felt that they could be largely self-regulating when
undertaking the project. This has links to having some agency over their projects. And whilst the
amount of agency afforded by these three teachers differed, all offered children some agency over the
topic of their writing or the writing process they used to complete the project. Interestingly, the
children also felt huge amounts of satisfaction from their completed compositions - meaning they wrote
for pleasure too.
There is certainly a link between these teachers promoting self-efficacy, agency and self-regulation and
high levels of writer enjoyment. This can be seen in some of the comments at interview: ‘I feel like it
helps a lot when you enjoy doing something; I feel like that helps when you’re writing if you enjoy it
because it’s a lot harder to do something good if you don’t enjoy it; I like writing my best writing when I
like what I’m doing; I just love writing. I really really enjoy writing. It’s just my pleasure. I love it’.
Enjoying their writing craft also seemed to suggest that children would be more willing to stick with it
over time, would have an emotional investment in the writing doing well and would therefore set
themselves high-standards. For example, in this comment, ‘we are going to want to do it a lot more – if
we enjoy it – we will probably work on it a lot more and get it a lot better than it was before because we
want it to be better and we are enjoying it’.
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Self-efficacy
Low Self-Efficacy vs High Self-Efficacy

The teachers’ average rating for this domain was 2.1. Teachers 2 and 5 were the highest scorers, both
scoring 2.5. These teachers promoted a sense of self-efficacy by relating current writing projects to
previous learning. This meant children saw writing as a mastery process through repeated practice as
opposed to simply a performance related task set for evaluative purposes. Children understood that in
the present project they could and should employ skills, strategies and techniques used in previous
writing projects. As individuals and as a class, there was a strong focus on achieving goals and building
on these goals incrementally.
There was a rich combination of distant, process and product goals. For example, the children knew
what the ultimate aim for the writing was, what its purpose and future audience was to be, and had an
emotional and social investment in it. They also set themselves process goals to achieve throughout the
project and were praised when these processes were completed. Finally, the teacher and class were
clear on the product goals that would determine the success of their compositions and the teachers put
huge focus on explicitly praising children for attending to the product goals which would make a
significant difference to the quality of their written pieces. This could be seen in some of the responses
at interview: ‘If I say yes “I can do this,” it means I have a plan, I know what to do - and I feel like that
most of the time; at the start of my writing I feel like “I can do this” and then I look at it and think I did it!
If I know what I’m doing and I feel confident with it – I feel like yeah I can do this!’ In essence, the
children were made to feel good about themselves, that they were developing as writers, and that their
writing was achieving something significant.
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Agency
Low Agency vs High Agency

Low Self-Efficacy, Agency & Self-Regulation vs High Self-Efficacy, Agency & Self-Regulation

The teachers’ average rating for this domain was 1.5. Teachers 5 and 4 were the highest scorers, scoring
2.5 and 2 respectively. Firstly, data showed that agency is really important to children. Children who felt
that they had more agency over their writing were also more likely to want to write, felt their writing
was more purposeful, had more motivation and felt high levels of self-regulation. In interview, children
repeatedly stated that they felt more self-efficacy when they were able to generate and use their own
ideas within a class writing project. For example, ‘we don’t have to write what the teacher says. It’s
actually better if you choose what you’re going to write because you know about the thing you’re going
to write about [laughs]’. This was supported by other children who felt some of their self-efficacy and
motivation was lost when their teacher chose the ideas for a class project. For example, ‘he isn’t forcing
us to do something we don’t want to do, we actually want to go and do it; if we weren’t asked what we
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wanted to write about - it could be a bit boring; when you haven’t been learning much and you don’t
know what to write...when you haven’t really learnt about the thing you’re writing like in topic and
science; if we are writing about something I don’t know about – if we are writing and I have no idea
what it is – I just don’t know what to do; I don’t like writing when it’s things I don’t like or it’s something
I’m not interested in – I’m like do I really have to write about that?’ The children also stated that they
felt a greater sense of satisfaction when seeing their own idea through to publication. Children
explained that they were able to share what they think, their knowledge, their identities and their
imagination when they had agency over their topics.
However, it was also clear that just giving children high levels of agency over their ideas and particularly
over their writing process would not ensure children wrote for pleasure. Without direct instruction in
how to use their agency, children’s ability to write for pleasure could be negatively impacted. This is
best summarized by the following two child interview statements. ‘When I know what to do, and when I
can write about what I feel inside kind of – I know I can write and I want to write’ and ‘It makes it easier
when I have choice because it’s like easy to choose what to write down…if I get to choose what I write
I’m like confident’. It appears to be critical that agency sits alongside and is supported by a solid
foundation of self-efficacy and self-regulation. This is because, more than anything, children want to
feel that they can write and that they know how to write successfully. This meant that they needed
high-quality instruction on how to use their agency. For example, the high-scoring teachers ensured
children knew about the writing processes, knew how to set themselves process goals and were
knowledgeable about what their favoured writing processes and strategies were.
In terms of agency over ideas for class writing projects, again children were given explicit instruction in
techniques and strategies that would help them generate ideas for both class and personal writing
projects. Specific time was set aside within the projects for generating ideas as individuals, in groups
and as a whole class before then choosing what they were going to write about. One of the teachers
introduced class writing projects with what was called a ‘genre week’. This was a series of lessons which
included discussion of what the class writing project was, what purpose their published pieces were
going to serve and instruction in what the children would need to do to write something successful and
meaningful. Children were then given agency over what they could write about. This was an effective
way of ensuring children felt self-efficacy, agency and self-regulation in rich combination.
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Volition
Low Volition vs High Volition

The teachers’ average rating for this domain was 1.7. Teachers 1, 4 and 5 were the highest scorers, all
scoring 2. Children who enjoy writing want to write and children who want to write want to because
they enjoy it. Children who want to write do so because they feel a great deal of self-efficacy; they feel
a greater sense of satisfaction and they better identify themselves as writers. Interestingly, they also
hold strong reader-identities. The children in these classes wanted to write because they liked the
satisfaction that came from achieving their writing intentions and goals.
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Self-regulation
Low Self-Regulation vs High Self-Regulation

The teachers’ average rating for this domain was 2. Teachers 4, 1, 2, 3 and 5 were the highest scorers,
with teacher 4 scoring 2.5 and the rest 2. It’s here that we see the clear link between writing enjoyment
(writing as pleasure), high levels of self-efficacy and satisfaction (writing for pleasure). Children with
high levels of self-regulation also feel a desire to write. They also have a higher level of writer-identity.
These teachers regularly taught children strategies and techniques and provided resources which
always looked to support children’s self-regulation. For example, in one class, the children could choose
what type of writing process they preferred to use from a selection of ‘adventurer’, ‘planner’, ‘vomiter’,
‘paragraph piler’ and ‘sentence stacker’. They were also given checklists of things to look out for when
proof-reading their compositions, and were taught techniques for revising their compositions too. In
addition, children were taught how to use each other to help with their developing compositions and
would share their ‘tips, tricks and opinions’ with one another. A rich combination of knowing what to do
and how to do it, feeling confident of success, and being given some agency over their writing processes
and writing topic, seemed to make a real difference to the children in these classes.
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Motivation
Low Motivation Vs High Motivation

The teachers’ average rating for this domain was 1.4. Teachers 2, 3, 4, and 5 were the highest scorers,
with each teacher scoring 1.5. Along with writer-identity, this was one of the weakest domains
encountered during the study. Across the whole teacher participant group, it appeared that children
didn’t always know why they were writing the things they were writing and didn’t always feel that their
writing was serving real purposes, nor was their writing seen by a variety of audiences throughout the
year.
However, the specific teachers who did score higher for this domain could be classified as ‘autonomous
motivating teachers’ (de Smedt et al 2018a). They encouraged children’s motivation by ensuring that
children felt their writing had personal value and that they were writing for their own inherent
fulfilment. Essentially, their children were motivated for their writing to do well because they cared
about it. These teachers did make the effort for their children’s writing to leave the classroom and be
published elsewhere. They always ensured children knew who they are writing for and gave them real
audiences that they could relate to. For example, one teacher ensured that their children’s writing was
part of a National Literacy Trust poetry anthology, part of a literature festival and they had a collective
story chapter published in a children’s book. The teachers also created a nurturing ‘community of
writers’ environment in their classrooms. Their classrooms were places where children felt part of a
creative writing workshop, on the one hand, and part of a professional and serious publishing house on
the other. They gave children agency over the topic for their writing and let them choose topics which
had personal and intrinsic value for them. To help with this, they gave children idea generation
techniques and strategies for developing their own ideas for class writing projects. Additionally, they
gave direct instruction about the writing processes and the different ways it can be approached. They
offered children ample and varied times to write and provided times where children could write
alongside one another. They allowed children to read, talk, write together and share their ongoing and
developing pieces with others in the class with regularity. They taught their classes self-regulation
writing strategies to help them feel more independent. This is because children like to know what they
have to do and how to do it. Finally, these teachers shared with children their own exemplar texts and
explicitly explained how and why they went about writing their pieces.
However, across the study, children didn’t always feel their writing was being seen or heard by a variety
of people. With children who did feel they knew why they were writing the things they were writing, we
see a higher level of self-efficacy, writer-identity and volition to write.
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Satisfaction: Writing for Pleasure
Low Satisfaction vs High Satisfaction

The teachers’ average rating for this domain was 2.3. Teachers 1, 2, 4, and 5 were the highest scorers,
with each teacher scoring 2.5. Children who wrote for pleasure also enjoyed writing as a pleasurable
activity. These children felt a satisfaction and pride in their written pieces because they felt a strong
sense of self-efficacy, a desire to write and wrote with a high level of self-regulation. Feeling that they
could achieve and that they knew what to do and how to do it gave them a huge amount of satisfaction.
They also felt a sense of satisfaction in achieving writing goals they felt so called ‘real’ writers achieved.
For example, when children wrote to fulfil a purpose, they also felt a strong writer-identity. To ensure
children felt a sense of pride in their work, these teachers would give lots of praise for achieving writing
process and product goals. They introduced writing projects which gave children a desire to write and a
purpose that needed to be fulfilled. Seeing their writing through all the processes and ending up as a
final published product also gave children a sense of pride. Children wrote for pleasure when they felt
their writing was accomplishing something or otherwise being ‘put to work’.
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Writer-Identity

The teachers’ average rating for this domain was 1.4. Teachers 1, 2, 4, and 5 were the highest scorers,
with each teacher scoring 1.5. Along with motivation, this was one of the weakest domains
encountered during the study. Importantly, children who identified as writers also scored highly across
all the other affective domains. Most significantly, children who identified as writers saw writing as a
pleasurable activity; they felt a sense of self-efficacy; they had a strong desire to write; they were
motivated by their writing projects; they felt they knew what to do and how to do it; they wrote for
pleasure and felt a sense of satisfaction and pride in their work. They felt that they were legitimate
authors now and stated that writing was one of their ‘hobbies’. They also felt most like authors when
they were writing stories or poems. This could be because these types of class writing projects afford
children the kind of agency that they feel so called ‘real’ writers have. Indeed, they stated that they felt
like writers when they were given the agency to generate their own ideas for a writing project.
Interestingly, children who identified as writers were also more likely to identify as readers. They
enjoyed reading and read volitionally. This may explain why they felt like writers when they used
intertextuality from their volitional reading in their writing.
However, it appeared that, across the whole data set, a great many children didn’t always have a good
understanding of what a writer is or can be. Many of the children certainly didn’t seem to know that a
hobbyist or a recreational writer could also identify themselves as a writer. Instead, they felt that
writers were only those who were good at it, could write a great quantity, wrote books like the ones in
their class libraries, wrote for a living, were formally published or were in some way famous.
Additionally, they didn’t always feel like writers because they didn’t seem to think their writing was
serving a legitimate purpose or was read by ‘real’ audiences beyond the classroom. The teachers who
did score higher for this domain did make a conscious effort for their children’s writing to leave the
classroom and for it to be published elsewhere. These teachers also tried to be role-models by
identifying as writers themselves, discussing and promoting their writerly life with their classes.
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Additionally, many children seemed to think that they couldn’t identify as writers as they were only
mere children, were only apprentice writers, and it was only adults who were ‘good’ at writing who
were allowed to label themselves as a sacred ‘writer’. Additionally, some of the teachers played an
unintentional but powerful role in signalling that certain children were ‘writers’ through their manner,
praise and interactions with certain members of their class. Teachers also seemed to hold commercially
published authors in disproportionately high regard. They may, as Barrs (1983, p.831) suggests,
inadvertently reflected the glamor and magic that the economics of publishing surrounds professional
writers with. This too could have negatively impacted on what children thought about their identities as
writers. Finally, some children were unwilling to identify as writers because they felt their teacher didn’t
see them as ‘good’ at it or perhaps their writing differed from that which their teachers or adults ‘liked’.
Reader-Identity

The teachers’ average rating for this domain was 2.4. Teachers 1, 2, 3 and 5 were the highest scorers,
with each teacher scoring 2.5. Children who enjoy reading and identify as readers also enjoy writing.
They feel that they can write well and achieve. They don’t always feel like they have agency over their
writing. They have a desire and need to write. They have a greater feeling of what to do when writing
and how to do it. They feel pride and satisfaction in their writing and they also hold stronger writeridentities than children who don’t like reading. These teachers supported children’s reader-identities by
teaching through a reading for pleasure pedagogy (Cremin et al 2014), by providing children with lots of
independent reading time, by encouraging intertextuality in their writing, and by allowing children to
make links between their volitional reading and their volitional writing. In terms of the timetable,
independent reading time would often lead into personal writing time.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this research was to identify and describe what six self-identifying Writing For Pleasure
teachers do to help their pupils achieve accelerated progress and feel a sense of enjoyment and
satisfaction in writing and in being writers. The study focused on teachers from a variety of settings in
England who taught children at Key Stage Two (7-11 year olds).
A combination of quantitative and qualitative data was gathered (including classroom observations and
interviews) from a set of six teacher participants (and their students) who identified as Writing For
Pleasure teachers and could also evidence exceptional pupil progress data. This data was triangulated,
analysed and described using a constructed Writing For Pleasure audit which was based on literature
reviews into effective and affective writing teaching. The literature review and subsequent audit
(Appendix 6) identified fourteen interconnected principles of effective practice. These principles
included: building a community of writers; every child a writer; reading, sharing and talking about
writing; purposeful and authentic class writing projects; explicit teaching of the writing processes;
setting writing goals; being reassuringly consistent; personal writing projects; balancing composition
and transcription; building self-regulation strategies; being a writer-teacher; pupil-conferencing; literacy
for pleasure - reading and writing connecting, and finally interconnection of the principles. It is
anticipated that the findings of this study will add to the emerging research literature on effective
writing teaching and make a new contribution by highlighting the relationship between effective writing
practices and how they attend to children’s affective needs. Recent and historical reports of significant
under-achievement in writing, combined with children’s indifference or active dislike for writing,
highlight the urgency for policy-makers, researchers and teachers to consider the principles and
affective domains of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy.
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Major Findings
Research Questions
As part of interpreting the data, the following questions were considered before any major findings
were concluded. The data provided the following potential answers to these questions.
● Do any particular principles of Writing For Pleasure appear to be more effective in producing
positive academic and affective outcomes for apprentice writers than other principles?
It would appear that reading, sharing and talking about writing, explicitly teaching the writing
processes, balancing composition with transcription and teaching self-regulation strategies were
particularly effective in producing positive academic and affective outcomes for apprentice writers as
these principles were expertly realised by the whole teacher participant group. However, caution
should be taken in thinking that these are all that is required to achieve either high academic progress
or positive attitudes or dispositions to writing. It would appear that many of the principles of Writing
For Pleasure are interconnected and rely on one another to be at their most effective.
● Do the teachers have different ways of eliciting the same levels of pleasure from their classes?
It did appear that some teachers relied more heavily on external motivations to build children’s selfefficacy in their writing projects. For example, some children would talk about the satisfaction that
came from pleasing their teacher or from achieving certain curriculum objectives or product goals.
However, other children seemed to rely far more on their own internal motivations for their writing to
do well. Interestingly, this study did not see a teacher participant who utilised both of these motivators
in rich combination.
● What do the principles of Writing For Pleasure actually look like in the classrooms?
This is attended to in the first major finding below.
● What principles or affective domains, if any, are missing or underdeveloped from the teachers’
practice but are stated as being effective in the literature review? Why might these be missing
or underdeveloped? Does this mean they are unimportant?
This is attended to in more detail in the Recommendations and Implications section of this report. All of
the principles of Writing For Pleasure were seen to a sound level of proficiency. This supports the view
that all the principles are important and are largely interconnected.
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However, in relation to the affective domains, ‘writer identity’ and ‘motivation’ were not realised
adequately across the whole data set. Many children seemed to think that they could not identify as
writers as they were only mere children, were only apprentice writers, and it was only adults who were
‘good’ at writing who were allowed to label themselves as a sacred ‘writer’. It appeared that a great
many children didn’t always have a good understanding of what a writer is or can be. Many of the
children certainly didn’t seem to know that a hobbyist or a recreational writer could also identify
themselves as a writer. Instead, they felt that writers were only those who were good at it, could write
a great quantity, wrote books like the ones in their class libraries, wrote for a living, were formally
published or were in some way famous.
Additionally, some of the teachers played an unintentional but powerful role in signalling that certain
children were ‘writers’ through their manner, praise and interactions with certain members of their
class. Teachers also seemed to hold commercially published authors in disproportionately high regard,
and this too could have negatively impacted on what children thought about their identities as writers.
Finally, some children were unwilling to identify as writers because they felt their teacher didn’t see
them as ‘good’ at it.
With regard to motivation, it appeared that, across the whole data set, children did not always know
why they were writing the things they were writing and did not always feel that their writing was
serving real purposes nor was it seen by a variety of audiences throughout the year.

1. A Writing For Pleasure pedagogy is a highly effective
pedagogy.
The principles of Writing For Pleasure, whilst demonstrated with differing degrees of proficiency by the
teacher participants, were clearly able to contribute to exceptional writing progress for their cohorts.
Therefore a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy is an effective pedagogy.
The following principles were realised at a high level of proficiency by the teacher participants: reading,
sharing and talking about writing; teaching the writing processes; balancing composition and
transcription, and teaching self-regulation strategies.
Reading, Sharing And Talking About Writing
● Children were given ample opportunity to share and discuss with others (including their writerteacher) their own and others’ writing in order to give and receive constructive criticism,
writerly advice and celebrate achievement.
● Writing was seen as a social act, and dialogic talk was important at all stages of the writing
process.
● Children were encouraged to talk about the content of their writing, their writing processes, and
to share any techniques or strategies they thought were working particularly well for them.
● Whilst talk was an integral part of any writing time, so was maintaining a low level of noise to
avoid disturbing fellow writers.
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Explicitly Teaching The Writing Processes
● Teachers gave direct instruction in strategies for engaging in the different components of the
writing process (how to generate an idea, plan, draft, revise, edit, publish). They scaffolded
children’s understanding of these processes through demonstration, resources, displays,
discussion, sharing self-written exemplars and also techniques children had used themselves.
● Children were made to feel very knowledgeable about the writing process and confident in
navigating it on their own. One way in which the teachers showed commitment to helping
their children achieve independence was to allow them to develop and use a writing process
which suited them best and to write at a pace which enabled them to produce their best
writing.
● The children were able to use the writing processes recursively and were not tied to a linear
model.
Balancing Composition With Transcription
● The teachers focused on giving direct instruction in the ‘generalities’ of good writing. They
taught writing lessons which would help that day but which would serve children in future
writing projects too.
● They ensured that they taught the right lessons at the right time, with the emphasis on
composition at the beginning of a writing project and more focus on teaching good
transcriptional techniques and strategies later.
● The teachers had high expectations for transcriptional accuracy, spelling and handwriting and
wanted the children to take pride in their final written products. They encouraged children to
concentrate on composing their piece (or part of their piece) before giving full attention to
making it transcriptionally accurate.
● They allocated specific time for children to focus on revising their pieces prior to editing them.
Thus, revision and editing had separate and specific status.
● They also asked children to regularly stop, re-read and share their work with their peers. By rereading, the children had an opportunity to revise and edit their developing pieces as they were
progressing.
● There was a good balance between discussing what the content of the children’s writing
projects might be, how the writing could be organised and successful, and the explicit teaching
of different writing processes.
● The teachers were very aware that, if grammar was to be understood in a meaningful way, it
must be taught functionally and applied and examined in the context of real composition.
Teach Self-Regulation Strategies
● Children learned numerous strategies and techniques that they could employ independently.
They were taught strategies for managing every part of the writing process and they knew how
to use them across all class and personal writing projects.
● Self-regulation strategies and resources were introduced carefully and given dedicated
instructional time. In mini-lessons, the teachers would illustrate the benefit of a writing strategy
or resource with personal reference to their own experience as a writer, before modelling and
encouraging the children to use it that day if possible. The strategies and techniques were
offered in the spirit of a fellow writer sharing their own writerly knowledge and their ‘tricks’.
● These teachers made use of their working walls for ‘advertising’ and sharing self-regulation
strategies.
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The following principles were realised at a secure level of proficiency: building a community of writers;
every child a writer; planning purposeful and authentic writing projects; setting writing goals;
reassuringly consistent; encouraging personal writing projects; being a writer-teacher; pupil
conferencing, literacy for pleasure - reading and writing connecting and interconnection of the
principles.
Creating A Community Of Writers
● Children saw their teachers as extraordinarily positive, caring, strict, fun, calm and interested in
their lives and development as writers.
● Their classrooms felt like a rich mixture of creative writers’ workshop but also had the sharp
focus of a professional publishing house.
● The teachers supported and encouraged children to bring and use their own ‘funds of
knowledge’ into their writing projects, meaning that children could write from a position of
strength.
● Classrooms were a shared and democratic space.
● The children talked of feeling confident and knowing that their teachers wanted them to try
their best, take their time and to focus specifically on making their written pieces the highest
quality they could be for their future readership.
Every Child A Writer
● The teachers held high achievement expectations for all their writers.
● All children felt like independent writers who were achieving writing goals with regularity. They
were praised for the goals they achieved in the writing lesson.
● The teachers ensured that all their writers remained part of the writing community.
Purposeful & Authentic Writing Projects
● Teachers and children together considered the purpose and future audiences for their class
writing projects. Because children were given the opportunity to generate their own ideas and
had a strong sense of a real reader and a clear distant goal for the writing to be published, the
projects were seen as meaningful.
● Agency played an important role within class writing projects. Children were encouraged to
either generate their own individual ideas, share and work on ideas in ‘clusters’ or, as a whole
class, generate an idea that they could all pursue together.
● It was striking that these teachers were regularly refocusing the children on considering the
future readership and publication of their piece throughout their projects.
● Class writing projects were worked on over a number of weeks.
Setting Writing Goals
● To maintain children’s commitment and motivation during a class writing project, teachers
ensured that their classes understood the ‘distant goal’ for the project, that is to say, its
audience and purpose.
● The class, as a community, also had a say in setting the ‘product goals’ for their project. This
took place in the form of discussions as to what they would have to do, and what it was writers
did, to ensure their writing was successful and meaningful in the context of the project’s aims.
● The teachers would often share a piece of their own writing, in keeping with the project, to
initiate a discussion about writing decisions. The children then used the outcomes of these
discussions as an aid to setting product goals for their own writing. The product goals were
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similar to success criteria, but importantly they also included more overarching goals linked
directly to purpose and audience.
● Product goals were put on display and were repeatedly referred to by the children and the
teachers throughout their class writing projects.
● The teachers set loose ‘process goals’ for writing time to help the class generally stay on track,
without forcing children to keep to a certain pace or writing process.
Reassuringly Consistent
● The teachers showed excellent classroom organisation and behaviour management. There was
strong emphasis on routines, promoting self-regulation, expectations and focused collaborative
learning among the children.
● Teachers had a clear routine of mini-lesson (10 to 20 minutes), writing time (30-40 minutes) and
class sharing/author’s chair (10-15 minutes).
● The mini lessons were a short direct instruction on an aspect of writing which was likely to be
useful to the children during that day’s writing. The teachers taught from their own craft
regularly – sharing their writing ‘tips, tricks and secrets’; alternatively, they would share
examples from literature taken from the class library.
● In the class-sharing / author’s chair session, children would share their developing pieces and
discuss with their peers the writing goals they had achieved that day.
Encouraging Personal Writing Projects
● The teachers understood how essential it is that children are given time to write for a sustained
period every day and to work on both class and personal writing projects.
● Children were given at least one timetabled hour a week to engage in personal writing projects.
However, the teachers also encouraged personal writing to be pursued in little pockets of time
throughout the week.
● Children transferred knowledge and skills learnt in class writing projects and used them expertly
and successfully in their personal ones.
● The teachers set up routines where personal writing project books went to and fro between
school and home every day. This meant that children could be in a constant state of
composition.
Being A Writer-Teacher
● Teachers wrote for pleasure in their own lives outside the classroom. They used their literate
lives as an education tool in the classroom.
● The teachers wrote and shared their writing with their class with regularity. They would also
share their own finished pieces in relation to the projects they were asking the children to
engage in. They would also take advice from the children on compositions they were in the
process of developing.
● The teachers would readily share the ‘tricks, tips and secret’ strategies that they habitually
employed in their own writing and would invite children to give them a try too.
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Pupil Conferencing: Meeting Children Where They Are
● The teachers believed that a rich response to children’s writing was crucial. Whilst they used
both written and verbal feedback, they particularly emphasised the usefulness of ‘live’ verbal
feedback, which they felt was immediate, relevant and allowed the child to reflect on and
attend to learning points raised while still actually engaged in their writing.
● Conferences were short, friendly, supportive and incredibly positive. The children looked
forward to these ‘conversations’ because they knew they would receive genuine praise for and
celebration of the writing goals they were achieving and also good advice as to how they could
improve their developing compositions further.
● The teachers were able to undertake pupil-conferencing in a systematic way and were successful
because their children and classrooms were settled, focused, highly-organised and selfregulating. Behavioural expectations were also made very clear.
Literacy For Pleasure: Reading And Writing Connecting
● The teachers looked to build a community of readers and writers concurrently.
● They taught using a reading for pleasure pedagogy (Cremin et al 2014).
● They had print-rich classrooms which also included stories, non-fiction, poetry, newspapers,
magazines and the children’s own published texts.
● The teachers read aloud every day to their classes with pleasure and enthusiasm. This included
poetry, picture books, chapter books, non-fiction texts and sometimes their own writing.
● The teachers encouraged children to make links between what they were reading, their own
lives and potential writing ideas. This included discussing authors’ themes and analysing their
craft, understanding and encouraging the use of intertextuality, and writing in personal response
to texts read.
● They understood that volitional reading can lead to volitional writing, ensuring that during
independent reading time children could also write in their personal writing project books if
they felt an urge to do so.
● Children collected words, phrases and other good examples of a writer’s craft in the hope that
they might come in useful at a later date.

2. Teachers who teach the principles of Writing For Pleasure at a
high level of proficiency have classes who feel the greatest
enjoyment and satisfaction in writing and in being a writer.
We know that, like a field of flowers, the principles of Writing For Pleasure teaching benefit greatly from
rich cross-pollination. They are interconnected in many profound ways and therefore some principles
may not be as effective or may not be effective at all if enacted in isolation from others (Gadd 2014).
The teachers who scored the highest average rating for enacting the principles of Writing For Pleasure
also had children who scored highest for the affective domains of Writing For Pleasure. The teachers
who taught the principles of Writing For Pleasure the most proficiently had classes who enjoyed writing
and felt satisfaction from their writing the most.
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3. Writing For Pleasure teachers attend to self-efficacy, agency and
self-regulation in rich combination.
The findings showed that agency is really important to children. However, just giving agency will not
ensure children write for pleasure. Agency alone does not appear to work. It is critical that agency sits
alongside and is supported by a solid foundation of self-efficacy and self-regulation. This is because,
more than anything, children want to feel that they can write and that they know how to write
successful and meaningful pieces. This means they need regular and high-quality direct instruction.
● They want to know what they have to do to write successful and meaningful compositions and
how to do it.
● They want to be given agency to use their own writing ideas, their own writing process and to
write at their own pace.
● They want to feel that they are able to write independently and to a high standard. They want to
feel proud of their writing and feel that they are achieving worthwhile writing goals.
As you can see from the pyramid below, once children’s self-efficacy, agency and self-regulation are
attended to, they feel more volition and motivation to write. They begin to identify themselves more as
writers as a result. It appears that it is all these affective domains in rich combination that give children
the best chance of writing for pleasure. In short, the teachers provided pupils with the knowledge they
needed so that they could be empowered to see their own writing idea through to successful
publication.
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4. Some principles of Writing For Pleasure were not observed at a
high level of proficiency by the teachers as a whole data set and so
need to be further investigated.
5. The affective domains of motivation and writer-identity were not
realised adequately by the pupils as a whole data set and so need
to be further investigated.
The affective domains of ‘motivation’ and ‘writer-identity’ were not as successfully realised by the
teachers as a whole participant group. Other principles and affective domains were not realised at a
high level of proficiency by the teachers as a group. Therefore, it would be useful for these principles
and affective domains of effective practice to be further researched by academics and actionresearchers.
Teachers as a whole group data-set
Principles of effective practice

Affective domains of Writing For Pleasure

Realised at a high level of proficiency





Reading, sharing and talking about
writing
Self-regulation strategies
Balancing composition &
transcription
Teaching the writing processes







Reader-identity
Satisfaction
Writing enjoyment
Self-efficacy
Self-regulation

Realised at a secure level of proficiency










Every child a writer
Purposeful & authentic writing
projects
Pupil conferencing
Community of writers
Setting writing goals
Literacy for pleasure: reading &
writing connecting

Volition
Agency

Not witnessed adequately across the whole data-set



Motivation
Writer-Identity
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Limitations
It’s important that any research tries to provide findings that have an acceptable level of reliability and
validity. This research investigated what it was that exceptional teachers of writing were doing to
ensure academic progress and children’s enjoyment and satisfaction in writing and being writers.
Whether what these teachers were doing can be successfully realised by other teachers in other
contexts is not yet known.
Budgetary constraints and the need to collect rich qualitative data meant that the sample size of
teacher participants was small (6). However, the pupil data set of 155 provides fairly reliable results for
the quantitative data collected. A limited budget and time constraints also meant that only a week
could be spent with each teacher participant. While the study was concerned to give a whole and
cohesive picture of the teachers’ practices, it was possible that some aspects of practice would not be
seen in the time. However, the collection of interview data from teachers at the end of the week’s
observation was intended to give them the best opportunity to share practices which might have been
missed.
Although all of its principles are drawn from existing pedagogy and research studies, Writing for
Pleasure is still a newly articulated pedagogy. Had this not been the case, there might have been a
larger number of applicants wishing to participate who self-identified as Writing for Pleasure teachers.
Whilst none of the six participants were known to me prior to the study, two had read my writings and
used aspects of my resources.
Finally, the study relied on the school’s own assessment data and systems for providing evidence of
above average writing progress. It may have been useful if the study had itself collected data in addition
to that provided by the school.
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Recommendations & Implications
If a Writing for Pleasure pedagogy was the subject of a book, this research would only constitute its
preface. Whilst many of the practices described here are not new and come from existing research into
effective practice, the concept of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy has only recently been introduced to
teachers (Young 2018). Therefore, this is only the beginning of our understanding of what a Writing For
Pleasure pedagogy is or can be.
1. There are positive signs that a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy is a highly effective pedagogy
and so it should be considered by a range of stakeholders who are in the business of
developing young writers.
Writing For Pleasure is a successful pedagogy in achieving exceptional academic progress and
promoting enjoyment and satisfaction. Policy-makers, academics, charitable organisations, literacy
associations, educational publishers, schools and teachers should therefore begin to consider the
principles and affective domains of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy in driving up academic progress
and in improving children’s attitudes towards writing and being writers.
2. Teachers need training to implement a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy.
The teacher participants in this study were exceptional, committed and thoroughly experienced
teachers of writing and of writers. They did not teach writing through what Hillocks (1986) would term a
‘naturalistic’ pedagogy. They did not rely on implicit teaching alone. Instead, they highly valued explicit
and direct instruction in teaching the craft of writing and of being a writer. It’s therefore unknown as to
whether other teachers could successfully realise the same highly skilled teaching practices of these
exceptional Writing For Pleasure teachers without adequate training.
3. Teachers need to conduct action research.
The six teachers’ Writing For Pleasure practices are like personally-mixed cocktails; we don’t yet know
exactly what ingredients and what quantities provide the optimum effective and affective writing
teaching. Moving forward, we need more teachers undertaking action research and sharing their
practices in relation to the principles outlined within this study.
4. Further investigation is required into the principles and affective domains which scored low.
Whilst all the principles of effective practice were seen at least at a secure level of proficiency, there
were only a few of the principles which were seen at an exceptional level across the whole teacher
participant group. Therefore, it would be advantageous to see the principles that were only securely
realised expertly realised, and by more teachers than this study was able to observe. This would help us
better understand what these ‘secure’ principles would look like at their very best across a wider variety
of classroom contexts. In addition, the affective domains ‘motivation’ and ‘writer-identity’ were not
seen as successfully realised by the teachers as a participant group. Therefore, these affective domains
of effective practice need to researched further by academics and action-researchers in schools.
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5. This study needs to be replicated in a few years’ time.
This study would benefit from being revisited in a few years’ time, on a larger scale, once Writing For
Pleasure has had a chance to be more widely disseminated and examined more deeply by more
teachers and schools.
6. This study needs to be replicated with teachers who achieve average or low progress in writing.
It would be worthwhile investigating further the reliability and validity of this study. For example, this
study could be replicated with teachers who are achieving average to low progress in writing. This
would allow comparisons to be made with the exceptional teachers of writing and so find out what it is
they are doing that is making the biggest difference in terms of academic progress and children’s
positive attitudes and dispositions towards writing and being writers.
7. Research needs to be undertaken into the long term effects of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy
across a whole school and taught by multiple teachers.
Writing For Pleasure is a newly articulated pedagogy. None of the teacher participants worked in what
could be termed a Writing For Pleasure ‘school’. For all the participants, their practice was largely
confined to their own classroom. For example, at the beginning of the school year they may not have
been receiving children who were familiar with all the practices and principles of Writing For Pleasure.
This leads to the question as to what would be the long-term effects of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy
across year groups or as a whole school approach.
8. Research into Writing For Pleasure needs to be undertaken in the EYFS, Key Stage One and at Key
Stage Three.
There is a concerning lack of research into writing development in the Early Years and at Key Stage One
(age 3-5, 5-7). There is even less research into the affective domains of Writing For Pleasure in this age
group. Finally, research has shown (Clark & Teravainen 2017) that young people’s positive attitudes
towards writing begin to be eroded more drastically once they enter secondary school (age 12-16).
What effect Writing For Pleasure would have on these three age categories is presently unknown.
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Appendix
Appendix 1
ERIC, PscyINFO, ResearchGate, and ExLibris search items:
Building A Community Of Writers
Writing, teaching, writers, elementary, primary, junior, middle school, community, writer, writing,
environment, social, socio-cultural, literacy club, writing workshop, positive, classroom, cultures,
Every Child A Writer
Writing, teaching, writing workshop, writing instruction, writers, elementary, primary, junior, middle
school, special educational needs, disabilities, inclusive practice, instructional relationships, teacher
expectations, student expectations, struggling writers, self-regulation, reluctant writers,
Reading, Sharing And Talking About Writing
Writing, teaching, writers, elementary, primary, junior, middle school, collaboration, cooperative, talk,
dialogic talk, peer learning, social, author’s chair, sharing, peer review, reviewing, peer feedback, talk
for learning, interaction,
Purposeful & Authentic Class Writing Projects
Writing, teaching, writers, elementary, primary, junior, middle school, meaningful, authentic,
purposeful, audience, environmental, community, critical literacy, third space, culturally responsive,
community, project learning, structured choice, knowledge sharing, genre,
Explicitly Teach The Writing Processes
Writing, teaching, writers, elementary, primary, junior, middle school, cognitive, instruction, selfregulation, writing process, ideation, prewriting, drafting, revising, composing, transcription, proofreading, editing, publishing, performing, linear, recursive, process-orientated, model, cognitive load,
Setting Writing Goals
Writing, teaching, writers, elementary, primary, junior, middle school, goal theory, distant goal, process
goals, product goals, success criteria, graphic organisers, genre, genre features, linguistic features,
Reassuring Consistency
Writing, teaching, writers, elementary, primary, junior, middle school, consistent, writing workshop,
mini-lessons,
Personal Writing Projects
Writing, teaching, writers, elementary, primary, junior, middle school, writing journals, free-writing,
self-expression, volitional writing, out of school writing, home writing,
Balancing Composition With Transcription
Writing, teaching, writers, elementary, primary, junior, middle school, composer, secretary,
composition, transcription, drafting, editing, author, proof-reader, balance, writing process, minilessons, grammar, genre,
Building Self-Regulation
Writing, teaching, writers, elementary, primary, junior, middle school, self-regulation, writing process,
craft knowledge, writerly knowledge, skills, strategies, techniques, processes, independent,
Being A Writer-Teacher
Writing, teaching, writers, elementary, primary, junior, middle school, writer-teacher, teachers-aswriters, national writing project, creative writers, compositional studies,
Pupil Conferencing
Writing, teaching, writers, elementary, primary, junior, middle school, verbal feedback, feedback,
marking, written marking, conferencing, pupil-conferencing, conferring,
Literacy For Pleasure: Reading & Writing Connecting
Writing, teaching, writers, elementary, primary, junior, middle school, literacy, reader in the writer,
reading, writing, connections, personal response, literature, literary critique, reader-identity, reading
for pleasure, volitional reading,
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Appendix 2
Table 1: Research Actions Undertaken
1 To establish the research goal for the study, consider some key approaches to gathering, aggregating
and analysing the data, and determine criteria for the selection of teacher and student participants.
2 To produce an audit which made available the principles of Writing For Pleasure as highlighted in the
literature review.
3 To invite teachers to participate in the study by filling out an audit of their practices and providing
student progress data.
4 To validate teacher participants’ student progress data to ensure it is exceptional.
5 Have the selection outcomes checked for by an external expert.
6 To design and develop tools for gathering, aggregating, analysing and interpreting data from teacher
participants. This included observation and interview tools and an audit of effective practice indicators
against which aggregated data could be analysed and interpreted.
7 To identify focus children with teacher participants.
8 To gather data from teacher participants over a period of five days. This involved: undertaking an
initial interview with each teacher near the beginning of the period and a concluding interview near the
end; undertaking observations of all the teacher’s writing instruction and undertaking a series of postobservation interviews with the focus children.
9 To gather whole class student questionnaire data.
10 To aggregate and analyse the teacher participant data for meaning. This initially involved quantifying
the interview and observation data in relation to the audit of effective practice indicators. It subsequently
involved calculating measures of central tendency, variability and relative standing from the quantified
data in relation to the effective practice indicators.
11 To have quantified data that has been analysed through inference checked for reliability and validity
by an external reviewer. This principally involved the reviewer undertaking an inferential consistency
audit of representative strands of quantified data.
12 To aggregate and analyse the student data for meaning.
13 To determine points of correlation between the quantified teacher participant and student participant
data through non-parametric statistical analysis. This included interpreting the significance of each point
of correlation in relation to effective literacy practice.
14 To illustrate and exemplify (principally from interview and observation data) points of correlation
between the quantified teacher participant and student participant data. Points of association from
qualitative data were also made.
15 To make conclusions from the identified and exemplified points of association and correlation.
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Appendix 3
Questionnaire:
1. Do you like writing?
Never
Not really

Sometimes

Yes a lot

2.
Do you think ‘I can do this!’ when you are writing?
Never
Not really
Sometimes

Yes a lot

3.
Do you get to choose what you write about?
Never
Not really
Sometimes

Yes a lot

4.
Are you told how you must plan, write, edit and publish your writing?
Never
Not really
Sometimes
Yes a lot
5.
When you are at school, do you feel ‘I really want to do some writing!’
Never
Not really
Sometimes
Yes a lot
6.
Does your writing go anywhere after you’ve written it?
Never
Not really
Sometimes
Yes a lot
7.
Do lots of different people get to read your writing?
Never
Not really
Sometimes

Yes a lot

8.
Do you feel you can write well on your own?
Never
Not really
Sometimes

Yes a lot

9.
Do you feel you need a lot of help when you are writing?
Never
Not really
Sometimes
Yes a lot

10. Do you feel proud of what you write?
Never
Not really
Sometimes

Yes a lot
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11. Do you feel happy when you are writing?
Never
Not really
Sometimes

Yes a lot

12. Do you feel like a real writer?
Never
Not really

Sometimes

Yes a lot

13. Do you like reading?
Never
Not really

Sometimes

Yes a lot

14.

When your teacher says ‘we are going to write today,’ what goes through your
mind?
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Appendix 4
Initial Teacher Questionnaire
Background and experiences
How long have you been teaching?
What qualifications did you leave university with?
What qualifications have you acquired since then?
Any qualifications with a literacy focus?
Tell me about the school you teach in – its location, size, types, Ofsted rating, its main ethnic groups?
How long have you taught at the school?



How often do you try and actually teach writing? How many days a week?

How long does each instructional session normally last for?

The affective principles
 How important do you believe ‘self-efficacy’ (I can do this!) is to being an ‘effective writer’?



How important do you believe ‘agency’ (I have a say) is to being an effective writer?



How important do you believe ‘self-regulation’ (I know what to do) is to being an effective writer?



How important do you believe ‘volition’ (I want to) is to being an effective writer?



How important do you believe ‘writer identity’ (I am) is to being an effective writer?



How important do you believe ‘enjoyment’ is to being an effective writer?



How important do you believe ‘satisfaction and pride’ is to being an effective writer?



How important do you believe ‘motivation’ (I know why) is to being an effective writer?
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Initial Teacher Interview
Background and experiences
 Is there a year group you prefer to teach? Why?
 What in-service training have you undertaken over the past 5 years that has had a focus
on literacy professional development? How has this helped you become a more effective
teacher of writing (if it did)?
 Can you think of any professional reading that you have undertaken over the past few
years that has helped you become a more effective teacher of writing? What was it?
How has it helped you?
Knowledge and understanding of writing and writers
 What does writing mean to you as a classroom teacher?
 What is it ‘writers do’ as they create texts? Think of all the processes (or stages) that
they move across and between. Think also of all the strategies and skills they use as
they write.
 What do you expect a primary aged pupil who is deemed to be an ‘effective writer’ to
be able to demonstrate in their writing? Think of both the deeper and surface features of
writing.
 What do you expect a primary aged pupil to feel about writing? What attitudes or feelings
should they have towards being an apprentice writer?
 Why do you think some apprentice writers do not make the progress that we expect
them to make?
 The National Literacy Trust recently told us that children who enjoy writing our 7/8 times
as likely to achieve well in writing. What is it you do that encourages children to enjoy
writing?
Use of effective instructional strategies
Do you believe that there any particular instructional approaches and/or strategies that are
especially effective to teaching apprentice writers? What is your reason for nominating that or
those ones?
Are there any other strategies that you believe you use that are effective for your students as
developing writers that we didn’t mention in our audit?
Knowledge and understanding of other teacher and classroom writing issues
If you had to provide a new teacher with the three most important criteria for a sound writing
program, what would these be?
If I was to walk into your classroom during a writing lesson that you felt was going well, what
would you expect me to see, hear and feel in the room?
How do you go about determining what strategies and skills you will teach in a writing lesson?
How much writing practice do you think students should be getting in each week?
How is this best accomplished?
Are there any resources that you find particularly useful for the teaching of writing?
Think about both print and digital resources. I want you to think of at least three resources that
you could not do without in teaching writing!
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Focus Student Interviews
 What did you do during the writing lesson today?
 What did you write about? How come you wrote about that?
 How did you feel about the writing that you were asked to do?
Really good? Good? OK? A little bit OK? Not good! Why did you feel that?
 How difficult was it for you?
Really easy? Quite easy? A little bit easy? A little bit difficult? Quite difficult? Really difficult?

















If it was difficult, what made it difficult?
How do you think you got on? Did you achieve what you wanted to achieve? How do you
know?
Can you think of anything special that the teacher did during the lesson that helped you
know what to do or helped you be more successful?
Do you think you did what you were meant to do today? How do you know?
***
When your teacher says ‘we are going to do some writing today’ what goes through your
mind?
Do you usually feel happy whilst you are writing? If so why? If not, why not?
Do you usually feel proud of your writing? If so why? If not, why not?
Do many people get to see/read/hear your writing? If so who? If not, why not?
Do you feel like ‘yeah! I can do this!’ whilst you’re writing? If so why? If not, why not?
Do you feel like you can often solve your own writing problems? If so why? If not, why
not?
Do you feel like you want to write when you’re in class? If so why? If not, why not?
Do you often feel like a real-life writer? If so why? If not, why not?
Do you feel like you get to choose the things you write about in class? If so why? If not,
why not?
What do you think your teacher wants most from you as a writer? How do you know
that? How will that help you become a better writer?
So what are you going to work on next to become a better writer? How will your teacher
help you?
I’m here because I’m told your teacher is really good at teaching children to be writers.
What is it they do that makes them so good at teaching it?
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Final Teacher Interview Questions (As Required)
Building A Community Of Writers
 How do you ensure children feel like writers and not just produces of writing products?
 How do you allow children to use their funds of knowledge and their outside worlds in class
writing projects?
 How do you involve children in decision making about how they are taught and how they
undertake their writing?
 How do you show respect to the children in your class as writers? How do you think they know
that you actually respect them?
Every Child A Writer
 How do you ensure all children (regardless of need) participate authentically in the community of
writers?
 If you do, how do you group the children?
 How do you differentiate your class writing projects?
 How do you show you have high expectations for children’s personal writing projects?
 How do you ensure you have a good understanding of children’s learning needs?
Reading, Sharing And Talking About Writing
 How do you ensure children see writing as a social act?
 What different things do you do to ensure children get a chance to talk and share their writing
with others?
 How do you ensure children share their finished writing with many audiences?
 When do as a class talk about writing?
Create Purposeful & Authentic Class Writing Projects





Do your writing projects extend over a long period of time?
Do your writing projects feel like the kind of projects writers undertake outside of schools?
How do you give children ownership over the things they write about?
Who typically generates the ideas for class writing projects? How are these ideas generated?

Explicitly Teach The Writing Processes






How do you ensure children know about the different writing processes?
How do children know what process they are working on?
How do you give children independence and personal choice over their writing process?
How do you help children write at their own pace? (fast or slow)
How do you teach about the different writing processes?

Scaffolding New Learning & Setting Writing Goals
 How do you decide what the goal(s) for a lesson are going to be?
 How do children know what the learning goal(s) are for the lesson?
 Are your students involved in constructing lesson goals? How involved are they?
 What do you do if children need more time to complete a goal(s)?
 Do your students set personal learning goals for writing? How do they go about this? How are
they used during writing lessons?
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Reassuring Consistency
 Do your writing lessons follow a consistent routine? If so, what is the typical routine?
 What are your typical time allocations for different parts of your lesson?
 How do you ensure children know the routines, where resources can be found and what the
behavioural expectations are in the classroom during writing? Are there different expectations at
different times in the lesson?
Personal Writing Projects: Writing Everyday
 Where do you give children significant and regular time to pursue personal writing projects?
 When do children get a chance to write and work collaboratively on a writing project?
 How do you show you have high expectations and interest in children’s personal writing
projects?
 How do you promote home to school writing and create links between the two?
Balancing Composition With Transcription
 How do you show you have high expectations for transcription, spelling and handwriting?
 Do you encourage children to concentrate on composition and transcription separately? If so,
how?
 How do you teach revision and editing techniques?
 Do you encourage children to regularly re-read and improve? If so, when and how?
 Do you provide children with ample time to edit and correct unsure spelling before publication?
 Do you teach handwriting/typing skills through the context of publishing?
Building Self-Regulation
 Do you develop and share your own writerly knowledge and strategies as a writer-teacher? If so,
when?
 Do you model, encourage and then review children’s use of writerly strategies? If so, when?
 What resources and techniques have you taught the children in your class to use that makes
them more independent writers? What resources (including electronic) are most useful to the
children?
 Do you allow children to write in their own ways that suit them? If so why and how do you do
this?
Being A Writer-Teacher
 Do you investigate, model, discuss and write alongside the children in your class in real time?
 Do you write for pleasure in your own life? If so, tell us a little bit about that.
 Do you share your writing with the children in your class? Both finished and unfinished? If so,
how?
 Do you write exemplars for the children in your class?
 Would you say you live a writer’s life? And use your writing and knowledge as a writer as an
educational tool?
Pupil Conferencing: Meeting Children Where They Are
 How do you make children feel comfortable enough to discuss their writing with you?
 Do you conduct pupil-conferencing (verbal feedback) in any kind of systematic way?
 Do you give individual children ways forward during the lesson through verbal feedback?
 Do you provide ‘sharing time’ or author’s chair time for the children? And if so, do you get
involved?
 Can you explain how you give after-the-event written feedback? Do you think how you give
this is useful or effective?
Literacy For Pleasure: Reading & Writing Connecting







Do you teach reading through a reading for pleasure pedagogy? If so, what does reading for
pleasure mean to you?
How do you ensure you have a print rich classroom? Does it include books about writing?
Do you read-aloud with regularity?
Do you encourage children to make links between their own reading, lives and their writing? If
so, how?
Do you read and talk about the writer’s craft? Can you give some examples of what you talk
about?
Do you encourage, model and give children opportunity to collect and use aspects of their own
reading in their writing projects? If so, how?
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Appendix 5
Ranked Values Sheet
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3

No evidence.
A single instance was observed but no pattern or other evidence could be used to
support the item or principle.
One item within the principle was observed on more than one occasion.
A combination of single instances and more consistent observation of some items from
the principle were observed.
The majority of the items within the principle were observed on multiple occasions.
The majority of the items within the principle were observed on multiple occasions
with other additional data supporting its regular use.
All items within the principle were fully embedded in the teacher’s pedagogy with
other data also fully supporting.

1. Building A Community Of Writers
0
0.5
1
1.5

2

2.5

3

2. Every Child A Writer
0
0.5
1

2

2.5

3

2.5

3

1.5

3. Reading, Sharing And Talking About Writing
0
0.5
1
1.5
2

4. Create Purposeful & Authentic Class Writing Projects
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5

3

5. Explicitly Teach The Writing Processes
0
0.5
1
1.5
2

2.5

3

6. Scaffolding New Learning & Setting Writing Goals
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5

3

7. Reassuring Consistency
0
0.5
1

2.5

3

8. Personal Writing Projects: Writing Everyday
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5

3

9. Balancing Composition With Transcription
0
0.5
1
1.5
2

2.5

3

10. Building Self-Regulation
0
0.5
1
1.5

2

2.5

3

11. Being A Writer-Teacher
0
0.5
1
1.5

2

2.5

3

1.5

2

12. Pupil Conferencing: Meeting Children Where They Are
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
13. Literacy For Pleasure: Reading & Writing Connecting
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5

3

14. Considering The Successful Interconnection Of The Principles
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
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Appendix 6

A Writing For Pleasure Audit: Teachers
Principle
Building A Community Of Writers
For Example:
 Build safe, caring, positive, passionate and social
environments in which to write.
 Ensure children in their class identify themselves as writers
rather than as children who are simply schooled in
producing writing products.
 Encourage children to bring their own ‘funds of knowledge’
into the classroom.
 Encourage children to write at home and for them to share
it with the class community.
 Use communities and the real-world outside the classroom
to support writing undertaken inside school.

Achievements

Areas For Development

Every Child A Writer
For Example:
 Articulate that every child can write authentically, that all
children belong in the community, all children can achieve
and that all members have something worthwhile to say.
 Unlikely to confine lower-achieving writers to
decontextualized writing exercises or tasks but rather
support these writers through group teaching or by
allowing them to work collaboratively with a peer.
 Have high expectation for both class and personal writing
projects.
 Have high expectations for student attainment during their
lesson(s).
 Have a good understanding of the learning needs of all
children.
 Support children’s efforts and writing through their
manner, comments and actions.

Reading, Sharing And Talking About Writing
For Example:
 See writing as a social act.
 See talk as vital to the process of writing.
 Ritually, give children ample time for reading and
discussing their writing with each other at different stages
of the writing process.
 Understand the power of children sharing their finished
pieces in the class library and beyond.
 Model and take part in children talking about and
reflecting on writing, including: what they’ve done, what
they are thinking of doing, what they’ve learnt and/or what
their writing goals are.
 Talk is about writing content, writing structures and the
writing process.

Create Purposeful & Authentic Class Writing Projects
For Example:
 Develop class writing projects that are undertaken over an
extended period of time.
 Plan class writing projects which look and feel like writing
undertaken in life outside the classroom.
 Ensure children believe the writing project to be authentic,
purposeful and meaningful to their development as a
writer.
 Elicit widespread enthusiasm and participation that is
focused on developing as a writer.
 Afford children some agency and ownership over the
topics/ideas they’ll use to complete the writing project.
 Encourage children to harness their own funds of
knowledge in their writing.
 Children can generate an individual idea to write
about.
 Children can generate ideas collaboratively and as a
result allow children to write on the same idea in
‘clusters’.
 Children can help generate a whole-class idea for a
class writing project.

Explicitly Teach The Writing Processes
For Example:
 Explicitly model, teach and provide resources and use
displays to aid children’s understanding and competency of
all of the following writing processes: idea generation,
planning, drafting, revising, editing and importantly
publishing.
 Ensure children know the class project’s ultimate goal
before splitting it up into ‘chunks’ or sub-process goals.
 Build on what children already know and have practiced to
increase their levels of independence and personal
mastery of the writing processes.
 Once experienced enough, allow children more freedom to
personalise their approach and to choose the pace in which
they complete the different writing processes.
 Provide writerly advice and strategies during the lesson
that are clearly linked to the process-writing goal set.
 Check that children know which writing-process they have
undertaken in the lesson and what process will come next.

Scaffolding New Learning & Setting Writing Goals
For Example:
 See writing as mastery through repeated practice rather
than performance-oriented and therefore provide children
with space and opportunity to develop their writing over
time.
 Set a class process-oriented writing goal for the lesson.
 Ensure that whole-class writing goals link directly to the
class’ learning needs.
 Ensure the class’ writing goals are well known and/or on
display.
 Involve the children in setting whole class learning goal(s).
 Differentiate the writing goals they set for individual pupils.
 Allow children to choose their own social and writing goals
for their class and personal writing projects.
 Ensure children know what the class’ writing goals are, how
they can achieve them and what resources or strategies are
available to help them.

Reassuring Consistency
For Example:
 Often follow a similar, efficient and easy routine of: minilesson, writing time and class-share/author’s chair.
 Set manageable time allocations for different parts of the
lesson to ensure children undertake the act of writing
regularly.
 Ensure routines, access to resources and behavioural
expectations are clear.

Personal Writing Projects: Writing Everyday
For Example:
 Timetable regular and significant time for children to
develop personal writing projects.
 Provide children with resources and strategies for
generating writing ideas.
 Provide opportunities for children to write in collaboration
with their peers on personal writing projects,
 Allow children to pursue their personal projects if they’ve
finished their class writing goal for that lesson.
 Have high expectations and interest in both class and
personal writing projects.
 Design their classroom to ensure that children can pursue
their personal projects largely independently.
 Promote the use of writing journals at school and at home
and create links between the two.
 Children are encouraged to write personal writing projects
in any pockets of time available in the school day.

Balancing Composition With Transcription
For Example:
 Have high expectations for transcription, spelling,
handwriting and teach them through regular mini-lessons.
 Encourage children to concentrate on the composition of
their piece (process) before placing their attention on
grammar, linguistic features and conventions (the product).
 Explicitly teach techniques for revising and editing.
 After drafting, allow children time to both edit and revise
their pieces.
 Encourage children to regularly re-read and share their
work with their peers.
 Teach grammar functionally; always with a view to aid
children’s compositions.
 Encourage children to use a variety of strategies for spelling
including inventing spellings.
 Provide children with resources and time in which to check
invented and unsure spellings before publishing.
 Teach handwriting and keyboard skills through the
publishing of writing projects.

Building Self-Regulation
For Example:
 Develop and share their own writerly knowledge and
strategies by being a writer-teacher.
 Develop children’s writerly knowledge.
 Discuss the benefits of a writing strategy or resource.
 Model, encourage and then review children’s use of selfregulated development strategies to write independently.
 Ensure children have access to resources that will aid them
in being more self-regulating.
 Once experienced enough, encourage children to
6ersonalize the way they plan, draft, revise, edit and
publish their writing and share their techniques with the
rest of the class.

Being A Writer-Teacher
For Example:
 Investigate, model, discuss and write alongside their
children during writing sessions.
 Write for pleasure in their own lives.
 Share their writing into the class library.
 Produce writing exemplars for their pupils.

Pupil Conferencing: Meeting Children Where They Are
For Example:
 Make children feel emotionally secure and that they can
talk with them about their writing.
 Conduct pupil-conferencing in a systematic way and
appreciate this is the most effective way of giving
feedback.
 Listen carefully to children’s writing issues before giving
direct and clear advice on how to deal with it – ensuring
the child feels confident in enacting the advice before
moving leaving.
 Provide conferences which have an ‘enabling’ feeling
about them – with self-regulation clearly a high priority.
 Use group conferencing by trying to bring ‘overhearers’
into any conversation that may be fruitful to the children
involved.
 Discuss writing through a mastery rather than a
performance perspective.
 Focus on the writing goals achieved in a child’s writing and
also set new ones.
 Provide feedback and writerly advice to children during
class sharing time.
 Use after-the-event written feedback only when they feel
it will make a difference.

Literacy For Pleasure: Reading & Writing Connecting
For Example:
 Teach reading through a reading for pleasure pedagogy.
 Build a community of readers and writers concurrently.
 Have a print-rich classroom which includes books about
writing.
 Read aloud a variety of texts regularly with pleasure and
enthusiasm.
 Promote children to read like writers and write like
readers – looking for links between the books they read
and their own lives.
 Regularly talk about reading in general conversation, by
discussing themes and analyze a writer’s craft.
 Encourage, model and give children opportunity to collect
and use aspects of their own reading in their writing
projects.

Considering Your Successful Interconnecting Of The Principles (14)
Finally, for these principles to work most effectively, they must be interconnected as much as possible. Where do you currently see your practice making links between these
different principles and where is more development needed? This is critical to the effective teaching of writing according to many studies.
Strengths Of Connection

Areas Needing Greater Connection

